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about 165 ceRtimeters tall." Naturally, this is an acquired skill
that does not Ivppen -overnight. With many actual ,measuring
activities, howeer, children are able to think metric as their basic
measurement systein. There may be spine childien in the
changeover phase who become able.to think-in-either measure-
ment system. Just the mention of a particular measurement
would triver them to shift into the app,rdpriate system. They
would not need to translate back and forth as would a person
with only one measuremertr-language. It js not likely that there
wj0e., large numbers of tkse "bimeasural"persons just as there
arOotlarge numbertof bilingual persons.

tlfie changeover in children's textbooks appears to be coming
quickly. As this book 'is being written, textbooks are emerging
that stress only metric problems. The authors of these texts feel
that since the nation has fixed its destiny by passing the.Metric
Conversion Act of 1975, we might as well get the children
changed over as quickly as possible. These children will be able.to

"pick up in an incidental way 9.11 that ;they-Reed for using the
customary system, Remember, no teache; is doing a young child
a favor 1)44 helping him or her4learn to think primarily in the
traditionA4Stein at the exclusion of the metric system. A child
so,equipped will be at a disadvantage in the woad in which he or
she will live. . .

Home and Industry Resi)onsibilities. Even though teachers have a
great responsibility to roll up their Sleeves and get busy helping
to provide children with basic metric understandings, others also

,
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INTRODUCTION

r".

Metrics for Elementary and Middle Schools is designed for teachers of.
these grades who want a pr4eticaldown-to-earth explanation of
those problems and questions concerning 'the metric system'
Which are bothering everyone. Such questions as Why are we 4
changing? What is wrong with' the old system? and How can I
become prepared to teach the new system? will be ansrered
through the format of explanatioro, and metric activities.

This book IS divided into three parts. The, first part is a primer
of information designed to help akteacher in answering the many
questions that child en and parents will ask. This pIrt also
includes practice prbJems for all teachers involving the
mathematics of metrics. The second part consists of ideas and ,

a'caitieS that teachers 'of the nonmathematics curriculum may
incorporate into their lessons to aid in the total metric experience
Aft the learner. The third part deals with classroom activities that,
Cchers of mathematics may use. A special section is included

4'which uses onlynonstandaxg. measurement activities designed
. for piimary children. Attention is also given in this section to tilt

use of metric measurements in presenting activities that are
concrete, semi-concrete, anrabstract in nature. Regardless of
the age Of he learner,if an understanding of the system is no"(
present, the starting mace is with the concrete weighing,'
pouring, and measuring activities. Such an approach is used in
this Cook. . . 1 - ,

Metrics should be taught to children as prirnary system;
Conversions from the English system 'to metrics should_not be ,

used or entouraged. Conversion tables which are given in
Appendices B and C arb informTiNal in nature and are not
intended for use by students. The ultimate goal of metrication is
for the student, parent or teacher to be able to conceptualize the
metric units and be able to work mathematically with them so
that when a gram, liter, or'centirrieter is discussed, the learner
will understand its size. This awareness of metric units can come
only from actual ,experiences with measurements.-These ex-
periences must b of a concrete nature. . .,,



The ability to work mathematically with abstract metric
problems must be acquired after the student is familiar with the
various metric units, of length, weight, 'area, volume, and
temperature. This book is designed so that abstract activities will
follow the concrete and semi - concrete activities.

In conclusion, I would like to have you think about a poem
written by iny wife

A current issue confronting our nation
Causing great exasperation,
Fear, disdain, and consternation
Is that of total metrication.

The '75 Conversion Actli-as passed by 'Congress to, in fact,
Effect a change quite'permaant

,In the U.S. system of measurement.

With the coming of metrics to the U.S.A.
Inches 'and pounds become passe'
Yards and feet. give way to meters,
Quarts and pints,are rneasrred in liters.,

As we change our ways to mecsure and weigh,
Dissident folks view this change with dismay.
All the new methods are bound to seem strqnge.
There will be people who don't want to change.

If s
A good altitude toward the metric way
Can be .fostered by teochers'at work and play.-
In setting examples you must agree
The classroom' teachers hold the key.

U

9
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GENERAL INFORMATION

So

tz

Why Go Metric? This question is bein asked over and over by
Persons in the United States. The m n problem is that many
persons who ask the question donot.li ten with an open mind to
the answers. The author hasfound st dents and teachers to be
much more receptive to the new, system than some membei'sof

)he general It is quite common to find persons so much
against the new system that (hey say, "Why should thePnited
States adopt the measurement system of the world? Why doesn't
the world adopt the measurement system of the United States?"
Some persons go so far as to say it is a communist plot to have one
worldwide measurement system.. It is quite unlikely that such

. persons will voluntarily accept the new system. This does not
mean, howevei,..that the new system will fade away. It only
means that these persons will be out of step with (he remainder
of the populace.

The metric system is decimally based, which makes it,much
easier to use'than the customary system. If it is desired to change
from one metric unit another metric unit, the decimal point is
moved to the right or to/the left, for all units of the same kind are
increased or decreased/either by multiplying the standard unit by
a power of 10, or by di ing by a power of 10. Which is easier to
jhange -3.341 miles/to et or 3..342 kilometers to meters3,The
first problem requires, mu tiplying by 5,-280. The second pr blem
requires moving the decimg1 point three places to the ri ht.

The second reason for going metric is that tHle metric sy em is
'similar to our/money system and our nutheration ystem.
Aclually if a learner understands money and place value, t ere is
very little more that needs tol'be learned.' These relations ips
should be stressed to children. A child who understands place-
value will have little trouble understarOing the metric system if
the similarities between" the two systems are 'stressed, as one

- concept Can be built upon another. The syst ms dovetail. The-
similarities are presented in depth -in a later s ction.

or 'Y
TheAhird reason is that the restpf the world metri ongoing

metric. It is difficult to go alone in the rld. It as 'been
estimated that the United SCates will ach e several illion
doll more in world trade after going-, metric. The question as

/ .

T
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seep asked if a citizen of a foreign country Will buy a machine
that metric wrenches will not fit.

The fourtireason is the relalionships of the-new:system. All
nits are linked together, e.g., the cubic decimeter hag- a capacity

-o on liter w ch will hold one kilogram of water.,The system, -
ha. numer. s interrelated features. The basiC rela ionsliips are
shit r the followcing table:

Volume Capacity eight of 'Water.

mL'

kL

. .,

A less important but still stroiQg aigument foc changing to the
metric system is that the chan'e will provide an opportunity to
clean house in some manufacturing areas. GrKnaent manufac-
turers see metric conversi6Q-Phs'an opportunity to reduce the
number of standard clothing sites. Machine manufacturers are
seizing the opportunity to reduce the numberOf standard sizes of
nuts, bolts, screws, and other fasteners.

'' Objections fir. Changing. There is always comfort and s urity in
staying with the old and familiar. Conversely, it is a t reatening
situation to dicard the old for the new. This principle obviously.e

applies during those discussions of metric change when it t§)
common for tempers to flare and normally rational persons r6
become quite irrational . *I.-

The major objection to metric conversion has been that the
changeover costs will be great. In education there will be the

.experrse of changingg, textbooks, retraining .teachers, and
\,.. nutherous other costs such.akpurchasing films, teaching aids,

'etc. In busingss and manufacturing, .high cost is again the
primary reaso given for not converting to metric. The key to
owered costs, however,, appears to be gradual change ratheril

than sudden change whether in textbodks or new model cars. ,..

Industry has found that a ,sudden shift tometric is very costly.
However, a gradual gift as new models ace phased in actually
costs little more than normal spending for redesigning and
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iretooling. ile following statement, of Everett B ugh, qotsberal,
kMotors official in chae of metric planning, is t pical of such

exaggerated original cost predictions. 4-

. When G eneral Motors
,,

first analyzed t cost of going
.

Metric,,in 1966, it was about as Staggering as the atioratdebt. _,,,/
In 1972, we restudied the,cost based on going etric only with
new models as'they came out That (igute was just 28 per cent

r of the first'estimate. In 1973, a nofher study br 'ght it down to
19 per cent. Now, practital experience sugg st thatthe real

. cost will be only 4 per cent of the original stimate.1-
'.7

/-L Disconcerting Metrics anit Some Answers. Anything 'new always
seems to have inconsistencies and clifficUlties. The metric system
is °not without such problems which cluster around several z

Atiopiq. The`first we Will 'discu'ss is. spelling. `tome _persons are
exerti considerable energy arguing over ho we should spell
the basic unit of length. Their question is, "Shale spell'it meter
or metre?" The lines were drawn early in the present metrication
attempt and the battle contthues" to rage. The p,ratirsionals seem
to be the ones most caught up in the struggle. The average
person couldn't care less. He or she is still 'trying to conceptualiie
the unit, let alone spell it. The same problem is evident in the
spelling of the basic unit capacity. Should it be liter or litre?

A simplified explanation, seems to be that those who prefer
meter believe this is more consistent, with pre4t spelling 'of '-
similar words. Those whO chose Metre claim this-is the world
spelling and We should "adopt not adapt." AdditioRally, they,say
that the United States ,is flanked on the north and south by
Canada and Mexico who are adoptih'g the re spelling;,England and
the European continent are also using re. SO we come to the

'moment of truth, "Flow ,shaN I tell my students to spell the
term ? ?" You might as well be honest and tell them'that both
spellings, are used. If ypur textbook includes meiricS, you( . probably can't go-wrong by. using its spelling. You may want to.
set a good example by not using an inordina;e amcw t.of energy
in fighting this battle. Molie to more fertile fields' Y'providing
the students with many 'metric activities of a co crete,.semi-,

. concrete, and abstract nature. ,.,

You may also see the 'symbol for delcam es- as d m rather-than. -.
dam. This situation does nOtprosenCas bi acliffjculty, as the.

,i. latter spelling is more appiiopriate.
.,7 ..Another disconcerting problem is the use of the term weight-or

mass when -wading the results when Mu step on the, bathroom
scaler' This time the difficulty arises because weight istectually in

i_ _ti ->
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error unless you are at the equatdr, at sea level, off' in a vacuum.
Under these conditions masgand. weight are numerically, equal.

. As 'you move away i-rpm these condition's, however, they do not
remain neinerically equal: Mpss is a universal unit and remains
topsfant no matter where if is located. Weight varies according
to its location because it is dependent, upon the pull of'gravity
which varies from oridocation to anothet. The mass otan object.,
on the Pilo on and on the earth would be the same. The weight pf
an object orythe moon'would be only approxiMately one-sixth ofA its weight on earth because the pull of gravity is much lesYon the
moon than on earth. ,Therefore, a° person who weighed ,60
kilograms at the esrth's equator would weigh only 1.0 kilograms
on the tno9n. The mass, however, vzould measure 60 kilograms
on earth and on the moon. Even though this ifferencv,in mass
and weight exists, the numeric I amou n earth varies very
little. The 60 kilogram person w uld weig i onky slightly less on
top of the high7s1 mountain in. merica.

if
The plass - weight dilemma may tie solved by die following

guidelinWs. In .technical and scientific ork a clear distinctipn
should be made between thetwo term . In everyday use, tire
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man French weights and measures,, Was primaiily based on
physical measures. For example, originally the foot was the
actual length Of a human foot. Often the standard became the
king's foot. In,order to improve measuring procedures,which
relied on the human body, other familiar physical standards were
used. In 1305, King Edward I of England decreed that three
grains,of barley, dry, round, and taken from the middle of the'ear,
when laid end to end should equal one inch. The yard as decreed
by King Henry I was the 'distance from the tip of his nose to the
end of his thumb on his outstretched arm.

Measurement based on physical lengths varied greatly. Enter-
prising businessmen soon learned to have a long-armed person
buy the cloth and a short-armed person sell it. Even though the
standards' were not good, relationships between units in the
system 4stre worse. The units were not related to one another in
a predictable way, e.g., there were 5,280 feet in a mile, 12 inches
in one foot, and 16 ounces in a pound. These units are not linked
together by an overall simple rule as in the metric system;
therefore, when compared to the metric system, the customary
system is considerably more cumbersoine.

A Danish astronomer, Ole Rdner, in 1702 first made a
reproducible, thermometer usingthe melting Point of ice and,the
boiling point of water as fixed points, and dividin the scale into
equal increments. This method remains in use t day.

A young inst ment maker, Daniel Gabriel Fahrenheit,
visiting R6mer in 708, observed how the old scientist calibrated
thermometers. fte several years of experimenting,

v.

1 cx
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Fahrenheit, in 1717; began making mercury thermometers
commercially. HiS final scale was based on tv7o fixed points, the
melting point of ice (32°) and the heat of the healthy human
body, commonly called blood heat (96°). Fahrenheit state that
the boiling pdint of water was 212°, but did not plat- uc Ts high
temperature onat1-1e thermometer. Since the correct/6o., heat is
98.6° F, it wasp probably fortuitous that he arrived at t e correct
boiling point f water. Soon after his death, the boiling point of
water' replaced ,Blood heat ag, the pper fixed point on the
thermometer.2

Although the scales used on early thermometers varied
greatly, apparentlyno one thought of using 100 degrees between
the melting point of snow and the boiling point of water. ,Romer
had 60° as the boiling point of water and 71/2° as the melting point
of ice. The Fahrenheit scale, of course, needs no explanation.

It is common knowledge that Anders Celsius had a ther-
mometer with 100 degrees between the boiling poin4 of water
and the melting point of snow on December 25; 1741. Ce1siat.4
professor of astronomy at Uppsala, Sweden, from 1730 until hiSs'
death in' 1744, was very active in the early thermometer
experiments. What is not commonly knOwn,,however, is that his'

. scale was inverted from our thermometers of today. It read 100°
for the melting point of'snow and 0° for the boiling point of
water. It was not until after the death of Celsius in 1744 that the
thermometer was reversed to its present form.

Even though available history does not build an ironclad case
that Celsitis was the first to come up with a centigrade
thermometer, he was certainly among the first. Because his
name is most often associated with the centigrade temperature
scale, the Ninth General Conference of Weights and Mea'sures in
1948 officially ruled that what had been called degrees centigrade
should henFeeith be called degrees Cettius. It is appropriate that
one who pioneered in thig\area should rAceive such recognition.

If you enjoy history at its best, be sure and read the book by
Middleton Cited earlier, especially pages 66-105, for further
information on this subject.

AAksurement of the Present and Future. -today; 4.irtually the whole
world is metric or going metric. This coOtry started moving
officially towa,rd becoming a. metric nation when President Ford
signed the Metric Conversion Act of 1975. Even though the act
was very permissive, it gage. teachers and others involved with
education justification for moving rapidly toaward the new
system.

England started the changeover in 1965 but;;,rnacte little
jprogress during the first ten years. The country had just chged
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to' a decimelly based money system. and people thought `
businessmen had taken advantage of them. They were in no
mood to make, another change and.be taken advantage of again.,
Additionally,'a dual system has been used which stressed both
methods. Retaining both systems does not appear to be the most
efficient,waty to change a nation to, metrics.

Canada waited for the United States to go metrie, finally gave
Up in 1973, and started on its own. Since th.at time they have
made excellent progress. They seem to be relying less on a dual
system than did England. An example of the singular Canadian
approachthe government weather bureau made an early start
by giving the temperature only degrees Celsius. Such a

__procedure forces The liktene,r to become familiar witlithe new
sysfem since there is no opportunity for trie,temperature to be
given in Fahrenheit. When a dilal system is used, obably little
progress is gained other than familiarity with t rms,A in
reporting th emperaturon bank signs in bo Celsius and
Fahrenhei t is encouraging that the United States Weather
B}ar 4 ans to use only metric starting June. 1, 1980, for
repOrting temperature, rainfall, and wind. velocity. This single'
move by the Weather Bureau will be a giant step toward
encouraging the citizenry to become familiar with the mqtric
system of measurement. The weather forecasti-of the future
might be: "The high for the day will be 31?C, the low will be
25°C, the wind will be out of the north with gusts-up to 30
kilometeis per hour." Since people loVe to talk about the
weather, they will be forced to use the new system.

Goal of Metiication. Some *trite sayings have emerged in the
metric movement which actually turn some people off. Even
with the possibility of losing a few readers, there is really no
better way to express 'the goal of metrication than the saying,
"Think Metric." This platitude means that the student should
think in terms of metric units rather than in customary units.
You as an adult are likely to continue thinking in terms of the
,traditional 'units; some practicing teachers may not achieve
metric fluency..lf someone were to ask you to estimate the height
of a person and you thought first

was
there were 2.54

centimeters in an inch and the person Was- about 65 inches tall,
you would be dragging yourself through the traditional system
to reach the metric answer.

The goal for children is to learn the metric system of
measurement as their primary system. If they "spoke tnetric,".
they would think directly in the metric system. In the preceding
problem a child thinking in metric would say, "The person is

1
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about 165 ctimeters tall." Naturally, this is an acquired skill
that does notesIvppen -overnight. With many actual,measuring
activities, howeer, children are able to think metric as their basic
measurement systein. There may be sprne children in the
changeover phase who become able.to think-in-either measure-
ment system. Just the mention of a particular measurement
would triver them to shift into the apprOpriate system. They
would not need lo translate back and forth as would a person
with only one measuremertr-language. It is not likely that there
witL,.be, large numbers of thise "bimeasural"persons iyist as there
at:01ot large numberl'of bilingual persons.

titte changeover in children's textbooks appears to be coming
quickly. As this boolis being written, textbooks are emerging
that stress only metric problems. The authors of these texts feel
that since the nation has fixed its destiny by passing the.Metric
Conversion Act of 1975, we might- as well get the children
changed over as quickly as possible. These children will be ableto
"pick up in an incidental way "411 that ;they-Reed for using the
customary system. Remember, no teachq is doing a young child
a favor b44 helping him or her learn to think primarily in the
traditionA4Sein at the exclusion of the metric system. A child
so,equipped will be at a disadvantage in the world in which he or
she will live.

Home and Industry Resknsibilities. Even. though teachers have a
great responsibility to roll up their Sleeves and get busy helping
to provide children with basic metric understandings, others also

1
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. ... -

have equally important roles ir a smooth changeover. Young
children will be terribly confused if they are faced with metric
units in ore class and customary units in another. Possibly even
more confusing for a child would be to work with the metric
system at school and then see and hear nothing but feet, pounds,
and inches at home, on TV, and in e stores. Dr. Floyd David,
director of the Office of Educatiorts tric Education Programs,
stated this dilemma very well, "teach s'who switch to inter-
national units 'May find 'they are beatin 7 their heads against a '
stonewall if their students have to deal in ounds; feet and quarts
everywhere but in school."3 ?

_i-

) .

..,

Le Systeme International d'Llaites -ISO. Since the French General
Assembly adopted the concept of a system of weights arid
measures founded on the meter in 1791, there have been many
additions aad,..alterations to thp system. The rliodernized system,
Called SI, was estiklished in 1960 by international agieement. Ir
should be noted that SI is different in.a.number ofways from
former practises. At one time cc was an acceptable abbreviation
for cubic centimeter. Presently the correct symbol-1 is cm3.
Additionally, the degree centigrade has-changed to the degree
Celsius as a tribute to 'thcman who founded the thermometer
with 100 degrees between the freezing and boiling points of
water. British and American spellings of some metric upits (e.g.,
metre or meter, and litre or liter) al5O differ. Thesi spelling
differences appear to be consistent with other word variationsin
the two countries. ' . , r

The Department: *of CO..materCe issued a notice in the
.

metricDecember 10, 1976 Federal Register updating etric style and usage
for the..United States. These recommendations included the
following: "The international symbol for liter isithe lowercase '1'
which'can easily be confused with the numeral '1'. Accordingly,
hepartment

,of Commerce interprets
symbol 'L' is recommended forUnited. States use."-The

, spellings in meter and liter and the da symbol for the prefix deka:
They also stated, "Weight is-the commonly used term f0 rrrass."5

These recommendations are consistent with thoS'e made by
the American National Metric Council which fav6r;;the; eir
spellingst, the symbol L for liter, da for the prefix deka, ancrtEre term
weight for everyda):7use. They recommend dropping the comma to

,separate groups of digits. The digits in a numeral should be
selaarafe'd into groups of three, counting both to the left and to,
the right of the decimal point. A space the same width as that
formerly occupied by the comma should be placed between the
groups of.cligits.0 ..;

fl,,----:.--'--

1 3
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Examples: 342 497.243 7
0.423 73

The recommendations of these t o agencies are believed yo be
oforword-looking; they are, therefore; incorporated i thiS

book. .1. .

Before specific units are presentesl , t ),e metri ampwork of .-.

prefixes will be explained. The oyerridintbeau ' ofmetrics is the
consistent, clear put' that pervades,' the s stem. Instead ,of s,
repeatedly writing' the ekpressi6ns for 100 es the unit, 10 ) .
times the unit or 1/10 times the unit, we ado e prefixes ham,-
deka, and deci. The scheme is efficient and easily leartied. These
prefixes are used with the various metric units whether of
length, weight, or capacity. The mors,-commonly-used prefixes
follow.8 . .

Prefix Symbol, Pronunciation

mega
kilo
hecto
deka

deci
centi .

milli
micro

IVI
k
h
da-

m

as in megaphone
as in kilowatt
heck'toe
deck'a (a as in about)

as in decimal
as in sentiment
as in military
as in microphone

A dilemma awaits each teacher concerning the units .to be.
taught. The choice is between teaching the structure aria-
relationships of the system or teaching what is practical and
useful. The advantage of stressing each position will be
presented.,

Teaching Structure. .There has been considerable agreement
among educators during recent years that if the learner can see a
pattern of relationships among concepts, learning is easier and is
not as readily forgotten. This principle applies strongly to
learning the metric units. If thp siMilarity between money, place
value, and the metric system is to be stressed to the fullest, all
units need to be'presented. Following are the three decimally
based areas for metric length, money and pace value.

te i J

.ti
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Metric kilometer hectometer dekarneter meter decimeter centimeter millimeter

Money $1,000 $100 , $10 ' $.10 $.01 $.001

Value thousands hundreds tens ones tenths hundredths thousandths-.

ators feel that omitting the little'used length urii4
hectometer is as erious as eaving'out hundreds in place value. If
the hectometer s left out; the patterh is broken and the total
pictiire is difficu to see.

Teaching the Pr ctical and Useful. Educators who stress teaching
only the mos reqtr6ntly used units izeEvA that teaching all
units Onnec ssarily complicates the system and causes students
to become overwhelMed by the large amo,unt4.of material. The
uAits, of each quantity that -are used most frequently in the
practical, everyday world follow.

Quantity

Most Commonly Used Units

Unit -Symbol

Length- °' kilometer
s

meter 'cal,

centimeter
millimeter

km
m
cm
mm

Weight .

, .

metric ton (1000 kg)
kilogram
gram
milligram

t
kg
g
mg

Area
Sz

square kilometer
hectare* (dam 2)
square meter
square centimeter

km2
ha
m2
cm2

Volume. . cubic meter
cubic decimeter
ciibic centimeter, ,./

m3
dm3
cm3

e-
Capacity

.
liter
milliliter

L
mL 4'

*Accient the first syllable. The second syllable should rhyme with care.
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4
Most Commonly Li ed Unitscontinued

-

Unit Symbol

Time.

. .,

V -

- day
hollf -
minute
sec .

. d
h
Min .
s,

Temperature, ; degree CO ius
I' J

8

The author beilieves that the structure approach should be
,tressed with children in the initial stages ofiFarning the metric
system. Showing the direct similaritietbetWeen metric, money
and place value has strong pedagogical value. It is a good learning
practice to demonstrate to a child that the, metric* system is

' strucfurally no different from 'two other situations with which
he dr she is familiar. The student should not be too upset to learn
later, that a hectometer is used very li tle once he or she gains an
understanding of the metric patter s.\

Comparison o actical Units. Even though comparisa ns bet _ween
units in the custom y system and the metrx. system -are to.be
discouraged with children, it.may be helOful for adults and older
students to compare the two systemS,. Some of the folldwing
comparisons are made with metric units an.0 some with
customary units.

vr
How wil we measure length?
a. 13/ us' the millimeter (mm). A millimeter is alAut the

thickness o a dime.
b. By using the,centimeter (cm). A centimeter is about the

with of a woman's small fingernail.ak

c. By i.sing theineter (m). A meter is slightly longer than /a
, yard. L , r 0

Hqw will we measure. capacity?* ,
a. By using the milliliter (mL). Five milliliters are equal to

one teaspoon..
b. By using the lifer (L). The liter is a little more than a quart.

\ -How will we measure volume?" ,,

The amount a container will htild is called capacity.
"Tty amount of space inside a Container is called volume.
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.

a. By using the cubic centimeter (cm3). The cubic centimeter
holds one milliliter.

15.. By using the cubic decimeter (dm3). The cubic decimeter
., holds. a liter. .

c. By using the cubic meter (m3), The cubic metetjAcrs a
kiloliter. Full of water, it would weigh a metric ton.

How'will we 'measure weight?
a. By the gram (g). A regular M &M candy weighs about a

gram. ,A dollar bill 'weights a gram. A nickel weighs five'

. b. By the kilogram (kg). A ilcigram is slight4r }heavier than
two pouria:

flow wiV we measure temperature? . '

. By the degree Celsius..* -One degree' Celsia ( °C) is ap-
proximately twice as large as one agree Fahrenheil-,

trams. v1/4,;

Metric Scope Arid Sequence. Since the United States has decided to
go metric, there ig'no reason to spend mulch time discus'singwith
students and colleagues the advantageskind disadvantages of the
new system. The main -questions now center around scope and
equence; or (1) How much?.and (2),When?
Even though children vary considerably in their ability to work

in a meaningful way with measurement, guideline's should be
established on when 'to teach specific measurement concepts.
Richard Copeland, who notonly has. interviewed Jean Piaget, but
has made an extensive study of his research, states:

If systematic measurement-is to be "taught" it should not
be presented before the la tter .part of what is usually the third
grade. Even then, for, most children it will have to be an
experimental cir trial-and-error readiness-type 'experience. The
necessary concepts, as usual, develop fi:om within rather than
without for operational understanding. You cannot tell childreh
how to measure . they should be allowed to experiment and try tot
solve measuremen problems for themselves. The teacher should
playthe role of que tioner in moving toward the objective desired.
The necessary conce ill develop (1) wken the child is old enough
(eight and one-half, a rding to Piaget), and (2) when he is allowed
to operate on (experiment with, manipulate) objects used in
measurement. loth conditions are necessary for.the operational
fhought necessary to perform measurement.Q

*The Celsius scale is identical to th'e centigrade scale. Common usage pFefers
Celsius over centigrade.
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l rt
In' preparing- for implementation of the metric 'system in

. ,

Hawaii, /King anti Whitman described the outcomes of their
research: "Our findings are consistent with those of,Piaget and
suggest that our students do not possess the concepts nethssary
for understa Mg measurement until sometime dyring the third

. 7,.. D lgrade."10 _

They decided that for kindergarten- through second grade
rriast measurem ent activitths would be tr.ial-and-error readiness-
type in order ttallow the child to develop measurement and pre-
measurement concepts usinginoristandird units. Instruction in
formal meas,uremenilusing standard units would be emphasized ,

in third grade and.an understanding of measurement would be
achieved by the end of sixth grade. ,

This author feels' some uneasiness in suggesting that
kindergarten,, first, and second grade tethers not become- -

involved in teaching standard measures such as centimeter and
meter, becau he is aware of specific situations where teachers
on this level ha'3ethad very rewarding metric units. After taking
an in-service course many primary teachers. become very
enthusiastic about the metric system and want to jump in and
help their children master the, new system. This feeling is
laudable. it seems reckless, however, to suggest going against the
available research. Since children vary greatly in their readiness
to pursue ..academic topics, each teacher must use his or -her
professional judgment as to when indivichlal students are ready
for the transition to Measuring Elie lenki-h, of the room in
centimeters from hands, pencils, etc.

An phservant teacher can readily determine when a child is
ready to measure with standard units of centimeters and meters.
In first or second grade the teacher might lead a discussion as to
whether or not the two opposite walls of the classroom appear to
.be the same length. The teacher might then suggest that the class
measure e two walls using a nonstandard unit, such as -shoe
lengths After carefully selecting two children with shoes of
differ nt lengths, the teacher might say, "Bill, use your shoe and
measure the wall. Susah, use yotkr shoe and.measure the wall."
When the measuremerrts,;are completed, most children will
accept the fact that one.wall is 35 shoes long and the other 41
shoes long. However, the members of the group who are uneasy
ai-id,question what is wrong are the ones who are ready to use the
more formal measuring of the standard units Tif length of the l'ttta
metric system. For your convenience; the activities of this book,
are divided into (1) nonstandard measurement -actiatities and (2)
standard measurement abt.iyities. .
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s;

Accompanying the change to the metric system are;tv'vo scope
and sequence difficUlties: an, earlier need for 'decimals
negativeliumbers. Since the metric system is a decimal system of
measurement with all units divided in tens, there is much less
need for fractions such as fourths, ,6ighths, twelfths, thirty-
seconds; etc., and more need for decimals: Despite this change of
emphasis, .no educators are advocating the elimination -of . '

-.fractions from the curriculum. Many educators now agree,
oweve.r, that, decimals shoutd,k,eLoffer.41 at an earlier age with
e introduction of beginning concepts in grade four. Inge'neral, .

fractioris and decimals wi4l change places in the sequence of-the
mathematic's. curriculum in the elementdry school. It.i-s -an-
ticipated that as the metric.change nears, completion, 'and the

'need decline's far more complex fractions (such as fourths,
eighths, sixteenths and sixty- fourths), the time spent on such
fractions will+e greatly reduced,

Some teache'4 will anticipate this change with a greatb deal of
enthusiasm while otherswill be displeased and not understand' -.

"th%lesserimportance thaot fractions'will eventually possess. The
coining of the metric system may be less of a shock for some
teachers than the realizatioh that decimals rather than &aprons
will have beconlethe backbone of rational numbers:

The earlier need for negative numbers will dictate that
integers be taught sooner in a child's educational career: The
main need comes in using the Celsius ,scale where 411
temperatures below freezing must be e essed in negative .

tio numbers. Teachers of a strong science pi° m have long been
aware of an earlier need for a knowledge egative numbers.

. The Use of Diagnosis. As metric emphasi s underway, it will
becoine necessary to diagnose a child's knowledge of the metric .n
system. It is true t egardless of grade level, if he or she is
unable to cp,nceptu- etric measures, that chiidineeds more,
concrete experienc .those units. Its also that if he or
she'can conceptua unite, that child does not need more
and more concrete experiences with only slight varivions. For
the next several years the degree of metric emphls.is-144prn
classroom to classroom will vary considerably. It behooves the
conscientious teacher, therefore, to find out exactly what the
child learned about the metric system before coming to a new
class. This diagnosis can be Made grom a pencil and paper test
where students are diagnosed on their knowledge of the system.
A diagnosis could also be obtained by asking questions orally
such as '4What is the teacher's height in centimeters?" If the child
resppnded 'with 20zn,r 200 cm, you would knoW-smeasuring
activities were nee
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MATHEMATICS OF METRICS-
L

This section is designed' to facilitate the teacher task in 4

reviewing or learning for the first time the.mathematics i olved
in working with metric units. in no way should this presentation
even hint thit the.abstract, pencil and paper acti i 's--should

'precede concrete experiences with the rribtric units. nce adults
are often impatient learners want)ng to learn the ne material
right now, this abstiact section is placed at tlijs oc on 'in thee
book. Remember,Sou want to gain (1) an understanding of the.
metric units and It) an,abilitho change from one metric unit
another. This section iitesigned to aidyou with the second gOl.

After working these problems, yori: will agree that -fEe
mathematics involved is riot difficult. The person who un-
derstands, how to multiply'ean'd 1py.moving the decimal'
poirei will agree that the -metric systen* the easiest measure-
ment system' ever devised,

'tThe first step will be, to review ,the 1 e ric prefixes, The six
most often used prefixes, their values', their symbols and the unit-.

;are as follo"Ws: . 0.

Prefix. kilo

laafue 1000

Symbol k
.

A

e

...
.,

hecto deka unit deci jet milli

100 10. 0, . .) 0.1 , 0.01 ,. cl y..an
* 4

da c

These are universal prefixes and may be used with-meter, grant_
or liter. In every case the prefix kilo is 1,000 times the unit, i.e,, a
kilogram is equal to41000 grams.

If you want' to ctiange434 g to kilograms, y u must'ust decide how .
many places and which direction to move e decimal point. If
you refer to the preceding table, you will notice that kilo is three

. places tq the left of the 'unit which would represent grams.
Therefore, you would move the decimal. three placesto the left.
The ansWer,would be 0.434 g: In changing from a large unit tor
a smaller unit, you move the scimal point the opposite direction.
For example, to change 3. kg to grams, you wad move the
decimal three places to the Tighl. The answer would be 3650.
grams. Some additional problems follow. Remember', when
going from smaller units to larger units, move the decimal to the.
left, and when going from larger units to smaller units, move the
decimal point to the right.

L.)
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ProbleTs:4AnsvVers I be found on pages '28 and 29.)

1. z. 1 kg m. 29 cg.

b. 2.3 kg - n. r7 mg
,

cz 0.234 kg o. 24 cg
3000,g. ,j.

%,1291 g ,

g

g. .421. g

.h. 7,4 ks

j,.
c '(

mgc

k. ,63-v

1. 'cg' in=_Lg.
I. 0

p. 342 mg
q. 42 dag
r. 34 hg,
5.# -321,dg:

t'. 7634 mg =,_crag
u; 632 .mg

v. 32 (fag
w. 4.9 hg =7_4g
N, s7.3

/4
Next you will find some fill-in question, related to linear

c measures. The plc:61ms a'r.d.cv64-ked exactly' like,--,,thepre'cedini
Ones on weight: In problem 2.a. fill in the.blah'§withtnurnerieal
values eqUal to 4000 meters.

2. a.

b.

c.

4000

km1
0.3 -...km

a. m\ - -
din

4.
m

g inm.

h 4 3-5 dm
A.

0.065 km

k.

hm = dam
300 dahi = hrn,

m = hm
m = tn, = 3.9 daM

= 7.3 = nn ''th
734 mm = cm = dam

= I656 cm = m = dam

m , _____. clam' \,
din = hm

= hm = m =
,' dm

0.035 dam, = hm = km
.,.. 0.0039 km

= cm

A

cm =

cm = 3.024

mm =. d dm m

m. mm m-. = 0.349 dm

4
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m = cm = 0.555 mm
dm 37.42 hm = km

).. I,.

Sbme.bf the following problems may cause you to turn to the ;;'
appendices for conversions. If you can work these correctli, you
are well on your way to being metric expert. .,..

3. Convert':
a. 750 grams to kilograms
b., 472 milligrams to grams
c. 75 grams to milligrams
d. 3.2 kilograms to grams
e. 730 kilograms to metric tons
F. 29.3 metrine9s to kilograms

-

4. -Add:
a. 7.32 kilograms + 490 grams. Give answer in kilbgrams.
b. 34 kilograms +. 4963 grams. Give answer in kilograms.
c. 250 kilograms + 7.1 metric tons. Give answer in Metric
tons.

5. Answer:
a. Are 1000 mL more osjess. than a quart?
b. Is a mile more or lese-s than a km?
c. Are 500 g morecirless than a, pound?
d. If candy sells for 95 cents a pound, what shouldAe the

selling price for one kilogram?
e. What is the equivalent speed in kilbmeters per hour for 55 ,

miles per hour? (Round to qiearest 10)

The relationships that exist in the metric system between
volume:capacity, and weight are beautiful. However,c from
leaching many metric il-service classes and workshops, the
author is aware that some teachers find these relationships

"difficult to conceive. You will have a special appreciation for the
metric system if you master. the following section.

Metric' Relationships

Volume Ca acitu Weighty Water
1 cm3 mL 1,,g

1 dm3 L 1000 g
1 m3 kL .. 1 metric tots
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Using these relationships, work the following problems.

6. a: lF a glass contat% 25 mL of water, how many grams of
water would this weigh?

b. If a bucket has a volume of 450 cm3, what would be the
weight of the water if the bucket were filled? Give answer
in kilograms.

c. Another bucket weighs 150 grams when empty. When filled
with water, its total weight is 550 grams. What is the
volume of'the container in cubic centimeters?

d. A swimming pool is 5 meters wide, 12 meters long and 1.5
meters deep. When the pool is full, what is the weight of
the water in the pool? Give answer in metric tons.

Answers:

1. al 1000 i. 3000 q. 420

b. 2300 j. 362 r. 340

c. 234 k. 63 000 s. 0.321

d. 3 I. 70 t. 0.7634

e. 4.291 m. 0.029 u. 0.006 32

b, 32.1 n. 0.017 v. 32 000

g. 4.21 o. 0.024 w. 4900

h. 7400 p.. 0.342 x. 7 300 000

2. a. 4000 4 .=-- 40 400

b. 3 3000 300 30

c. 0.3 30 300 3

d. 39 0.039 0.39 3.9

e. 0.73 0:073 7.3 73

f.. 0.734 734 73.4 0.0734'

g. 436 43.6 0.436 0.0436

h. 3.4 34 0.34 0.034
, .

i. 0.3924 39.24 3.924 0.1;503 924

j. 0.063 0.63 63 630

k. 0.35 0.035 0.0035 0.000 35

I. 3900 39 3.9 0.0039
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m. 34.9 0.0349 0.349 3.49
n. 0.005 55 \ '0.000 555 0.0555 0.555
o. 3742 . 37 420 37.42 3.742

3. 0.750 kg

b. 0.472 g

c. 75 000 mg

d. -3200 g

e. 0.730 metric tons

f. 29 300 kg

4. a. 7.810 kg

b. 38.963 kg

7.350 metriotons

5. a, more
b. more

c. more

d. $2.09

e. 90 km per hour

6. a. 25 g

b. 0.450 kg

c. 400 cm?

d. 90 metric tons

AL
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METRICS FOR THE
NONMATHEMATICS CURRICULUM

. No curriculum change of modern 'times is of the magnitude of
the transition from the customary system to the metric system'
of weights and measures. The modern mathematics 'change of
two decades ago was co sidered a revolution. The magnitude of
that change, however; ca of be compared to the magnitude of
the present-change. If you w en't.a teacher, child or parent, you
probably escaped most of the odern mathematics' revolution.
Uncles, aunts, grandmas and g andpas never needed to become
involved with modern math. -

Metric changeyAlt be differe t because ultimately all citizens
must become familiar with th new system,. If they do not, they
will be out of step wit emainder of the nation. Some areas
which have changed or are plJnning to change are weather
repdrting, grain exporting, medicine and drugs, athletics
(especially track events), bottling of liquor, manufacturing of
automobiles and hardware fasteners, and photography. 4\s'

This nation is presently in-the very,early stag of metrication.
Changing the citizens from customary to met lc will take place
over many years. Even though graddal, it appe s hat changing
the adult population is going to be very difficult, especially
among those members of society who do not, favor it. One
commonly hears older persons say, "I hope I am gone when the
metric system comes into use." These people are hotsoCuch
opposed to the country going metric as they are to themselves
being forced to convert.

I will be considerably easier to introduce the outh to the use
of etrics as their primary system of measu meet, if they
recel e help and encouragement at school in a areas' of the
cu iculum. Certainly they may be receiving little help out of
c ool. Hopefully, it will not be left to mathematics and science

teachers alone to shoulder the entire load of teaching. the new
system.,

The purpose of this' chapter .is t/o present ,specificfways for
teachers of the nonmathematics c rriculum to aid in the task.
Whether you are a teacher in a deportthehiatized situation or in a
self-contained classroom, he 4me.prdcedUteS.Will'

-Educators have known for- marly,,..years That 'specific
applications enhance transfer. Teacheis must' hehii

30
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identify fatts that can be woven into meaningful generalizations
and then provide for the application of the generalizations in a,
range, of situations. ThNkuthor's goal is to offer ideas and sug-
gestions to teachers of the nonmathematics curriculum so that
they can provide the metric applications that will be so desperate-
ly needed. It should be noted that tr'ansfer is further enhanced
when the applications encountered by the student outside, of
school are similar to those used for instructional purposeS. Since
the school can only hope for metric experiences outside of school;
however, the main thrust in school must be for learners to see
various applications as they move from class to class or from
subject to subject. Too frequently teachers teach metrics in
mathematics and science but do not mention it in any other
subjects. When this happens, many meaningful applications are
overlooked.

The following rock-bottom, basic principle should be kept in
mind by all teachers as they contribute to the metric changeover:
be positive about the new system, build it up; don't bad mouth
metrics. ,earners 'are going to hear many derogatory remarks
abou ife metric system during out of school hours; it will be

nfortunate if one of their teachers contributes. just one word of
opposition. Any teacher should be able to follow this principle. It
requires no study of the new system, merely a realization that
metric is here and is not going away..

Teachers who are in a departmentalized organization may
decide ,to present a metric unit that cutslacross two or more
disciplines. The various combinations of disciplines will not be
mentioned'here. (Dile example with which the author is familiar,
however, involved two sixth grade teachers who worked
together in preparing their studerits for the measurement of

'temperature in degrees Celsius. The childreninvolved in this
project functioned 'vainly in a self - containe classroom but
moved to a departmentalized area to studyscierice. The problem
encountered by the science teacher was that sixth grade learners
had difficulty reading temperature scales which . involved
negative numbers. Since the science activities required that

'students be able to add and subtract readings involving integers,'
preliminary activities were necessary to provide this preparation.
The math teacher prepared-the learners for the experience by
working with ordered pairs of numbers which led to a natural
introduction Of such ordered pairs as 0 and 32, 100 and 212. The
objective of the assignment was for the learners to be able to
explain the relationship between the Celsius and Fahrenheit
scales without the use of a formula. Both teachers involved with
this integrated unit spoke highly of its success. Even though it
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can be argued that the two scales should. *not be compared,..
itudents as old as sixth graders have hild considerable contact
with the Fahrenheit scale and can therefore gain meaningful
relationships by considering the two scales. The goal remaining
is for students to use the Celsius scale as their primary
measurement scales

The folleaving discussion will be concerned, with metrics and
such curriculum areas as language arts-reading, social studies,
music, and art. Science is not inchfded since many metric
activities in this area are presently available.

Language ArtsReading
Those who teach' language arts and reading overlook

numerous occasions every day to include metric experiences.
These opportunities are missed if 3-conscious effort isn't made to
stress metric .vocabulary.:One problem that will be with us for
some time is that the stories in basal readers and trade books will
change very slowly to include petric vocabulary. The trade,
books will not change,u,ntil replacement books with metric terms
are purchased. Therefore, the reading teacher needs toadapt the
present materiallo include metric words. Any time a customary
measurement Comes up, the teacher can relate .it to a metric
measure. If the story .of "Danny the Dinosaur," for example,
states that Danny weighs 8 tons and is 60 feet long, the teacher
can casually state thattif Danny were here today, we would weigh
him in metric -tons or kilograms and measure him in meters.
Depending on the age of the shildren,.an exact quantitative
conversion to metric ?nits may be in order: At most grade levels
there are children who are capable of making these conversions.
The hand-held calculator could be used for solving problems of
this nature.

The problem of obsolete.-measurement terms found in stories
is not unique to the present; it is common for a learner to read
literature of the past and run across a statement such as "The-
farmer plowed a furlong.' This term is not understood, by
learners of today and must be converted to a more familiar
expression, for who knows that 8 furlongs are, equal to 1 mile?
the teacher is the person to provide the bridge between'
historical and current terms. It may seem unbelievable, but the
yard, pound, and gallon will eventually become vestiges of the
past, while meter, kilogram and liter will become contemporary
measurement units.
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Language arts experiences of primary-agelearners can include
contact with metric measures in the same natural setting as the
calendar work used by many teachers at the beginning of each
day. Weather reporting carr provide such an opporunity with the
placement outside t 11e classroom window of a can to act as a rain
gauge and a they meter to record temperatures. These two
weather instruments will serve to measure precipitation in
centimeters and temperature in degrees Celsius. Such inforrria-
tion should be recorded on a weather chart or on the calendar.
Teachers of very young learners need to record data themselves
during the early part of the year, but should esncoura e students
to do the recording later in the year.

Language arts-reading teachers very effective! use "chart
stories", with small groups in writing the learners wn stories
-clescribtng actual happenings of the day. These stories can easily .

be adapted to use metric vocabulary. A story could describe a girl
named Maria who walked one kilometer to school. It might tell of
her little dog that weighed 9 kilograms. Other metric terms could
be used to complete the chart, story called "Maria's Metric
World.", The teacher would first place the vocabulary on the,
board or chart betore writing the story as dictated by the
children. .

The following story was written by a group of sixth graders
after they had worked with a metric unit in mathematics. They
developed it in language arts for completion by another group of
learners in the classroom. The metric vocabulary precedes the
story. Words may be used more than once. -

METRIC STORY

Vocninaary: milliliter
Ilimeter ' meters

Celsius kilograms
....."kii

ometers Titer , centimeters
milligrams

Jack lives 6,(1) from school so%he rides the school bus.
One morning he that \the speedometer read 90 (2)
per hour when tCikey ere on the highway and 35 (3) per
hour in a school zone. Jack was wearing a coat as the temperature
was 56 (4) He was glad to be well frbm the Cold he had ,l,ast
week. His mother had'given Iiim, 325(5) of aspirin for it.

WhA he got to scb9o1 Jack Jearned that it was the day for the
school nurse to measure and weigh the class. Jaclfrwas pleased to
see that he had gained 2 (6) and was 4 (7) taller than
a year ago. It must be because he drinks a (8) of milk every
day.
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At recess sortie of the children played football and Jack ran 10
(9) for a touchdown. When Jack went to the cafeteria for
lunch he drank 250 (10),e- of milk with his meal and then ate
several pieces of M&M clmly which weighed a (11) each.
' After lunch Jack's class went to the activity roorri. to see a 16
(12)1_4_ film. At the end of the day Jack rode home on the
school bus and ran in the' house to play with his little puppy which
weighs 10 (1.) It had been a busy day!

4nswers: 1. kilometers 6. kilograms 11. gram
2. kilometers' 7. centimeters 12. millimeter
3. kilometers 8. liter 13. kilograms
4. Celsius 9. meters
5. Tilligrams 10. milliliters

The following maze adapts well to a spelling unit on metric
words. It could be used to introduce the unit.

DIR&2TIONS: Circle the metric words in the metric maze and
cross them off the word list. The.- words are
written horizontally, vertically, .and

. /they are all Spelled _forward. In the diagonal
words, the first letter starts at the top and the
word is written downhill. Some words overlap
and some letters are used more Than once.,The
following metric words may be found in the
maze.

temperature length degree
; ten metric volume

meter hectare linear
.,, perimeter dekaliter celsius

base kilogram thermometer
measurement mtbute gram
centigram standard capacity
second ruler

scalea centiliter
system
milliliter

cube dediMeter syste

liter calorie unit

)
area

-..z
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Social Studies,
Those who leach social .studies have untold opportunities to

build metric concepts as well as to provide numerous.reinforce-
ment Activities for previously learned concepts. Social s dies is
replete,-with quantitative concepts that need more ncept-
building emphasis than received in mathematics. It isa m tage to
assume that a, young learner knows the mathematics concepts
necesiary to understand social studies.

The study of space orgeographApresent/t e most -ol?v\obs
opportunities to s1iess metric measure s since. the meaSure-
ment of maps will be changing from miles to`kilometers. Young
learners will need to, gain the concept of a kilometer. There is no
better way for a Child to learn this concept than for the social
studies teacher to take the class for a kilometer walk in an area
that has previously been measured. Social studies teachers in the
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past have had children walk. a mile to understand the concept of ,
that wit of measure. Walking the kilometer will not onhk be
more appropriate but will be shorter, as a kilometer is only 0.o of
a tnile. Following the walk, the class can discuss locations that are
one kilometer apart. The discussion cah later consider longer
distances such as those from one city to another. This ctivity
will be a natural introduction to map reading and scale drawings.
Maps that record distances in miles can easily be changed to
kilometers bkusing a hand-held calculator. S1uch an activity has
proved quite successful with learners in fifth and sixth grades.

Another reference problem might relate to the unit of land
area, the Aectare. When learners in fifth and sixth grades are ready
to study airea, the are can be introduced. Qne successful teacher
relates the are to the size of a large garden. Obviously the hectare
would be explained as 100 ares. The social studies teacher is in an
enviable position to provide concrete concept-building activities
relating to the hectare when this term is used in the textbook.
Again, walking around a hectare to gain an understanding of its

2 size is a strong concept-building activity.
A third opportunity for metric concept-building is during a

) discussion of imports and exports, for the metric ton .has become
the world stanlard for trade. Even 'in the UnitedStates, grai
imports and exdfoorts are given solely in metric tons. The autho
has never heard one wo?d of criticism directed toward-this policy.

. All indications"point toward total Metrication of the grain trade.
For concept-building of the metric ton, a cubic meter may be

assembled with twelve metersticks or dowels taped together. 'If
the cube were covered and filled with water, it would weigh one
metric ton. This activity has helped many students, young and

-.bid alike, to conceive the size of a,metric ton.

Music
How many songs do you know that use metric terms? Music

\ teachers have told the author that they have looked in their
music books and files and found none. Hopefully, after reading
this short section on music and metrics, you will not only become
convinced tha\t it is your responsibility to help with the metric

.changeover, but that you will use one or more of thh metric songs
with, your young learners.

.Today most music is taught by a special music teacher.. It is
,cOrflInpa tp find pianos in kindergarten tooms, but they are
found- mainly in the' auditorium areasbr the music room. The
suggestions presented in this section can be used by the special
music teacher or the teacher of a self-contained classroom,

Numerous songs in our society use customary units in the
lyrics. Examples include: "I Love You a Bushel & a Peck" and "Five
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i Foot Two, Eyes of lue" As stated before, hotter, we do not
find lyrics using. tric teraigitKsongs of today. When one K-6
music teachevas asked, "I- ow can you assist your learners in
the metric change ver?" she replied, "I wouldt have to .write a
song." She had pr viousl been asked, to report on the mettic
songs available to use with ildren. She had hoped to find a song 'V

Combining physical tnoverne t with metric vocabulary but found
no such song. It waat this point that she decided she wp,41crneed
to write such a song herSelf. A'song of this nature that involves
actual measurements with the metric vocabulary is not easy to .,,,

eSwrite. Thongs that follow were.written by teachers who teach_ td"
young learners every day of the-school week.

., "Fhe,/st song is designed to combine physical movement with
metric,t rms. Any music teacher can use this song after he or she
has learned the physical lengthi of a millimeter, centimeter,

r tdeCimeter, and meter. The song is ideal for second graders, but
can be used with both younger and older children. It iS sung to
the tune of "The OldGray Mare."

Lyrics wilt y and used with permission of Mary Jo Kurtz.
to tune of "The Old Gray Mare."

The-metric system's here! You'd better learn it now.
Here! You'd better learn'it now. Here! You'd better learn it now. The

'Metric system's here! You'd better learn it now. Watch, us, well show you how.
Watch us, we'll show you how. Watch us, we'll, show you how. The '
Metric system's here! You'd better learn it now. Watch us, we'll show you how,

Can you show a teeny-weeny millimeter?
eeny-weeny millimeter? Teeny-weeny milliMeter?
Can you show a teeny-weeny millimeter? Watch us, we'll show you hoW,.
Watch us, 'we'll show you how. Watch us, well show you how.
Can you show ateeny-weeny millimeter? Watch us, well show you how.

Can you show a very little centimeter?
Very little centimeter? Very little centimeter?
Can you show a very little centimeter? Watch us, we'll show you how.
Watch us, we'll shim you how. Watch us, we'll show you how.
CarrYoushow a very little centimeter? Watch us, 'we'll show you how.

<
Can .you.show a not-so-little decimeter?
Not -so -little decirheterT Notsd-little decimeter? .43; .-. 0"

Cab you show a .not-so,lithe decimefer?'Watch us, we'll sClow,yeti how,'
...Watch us, we'll shciir you how: Watch us, we'll show you how.

' Can you show a not-so-little decimeter? Watft us, well show.you how.

.Can yoNkke a giant step that shows a meter?
Giant step that,shows a meter? Giant step that shows a meter?
Can you take a giant step that shows a meter? Watch us, well show you how.
Watch us, we'll, show you how. Watch us,.we'll show you how.., , ,

Can you take a giant step that shows a meter? Watch us, we'll show you how.

4
'

)
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.

The second song was,written by a music teacher ana teacher
of a self-contained classroom. They reported that a second grade
class enjoyed the song a ,great deal and .sang it at "s-6chool
program. It is appropriate for any Age grbup, including adults.

Lyrics written by and used with permissipn Of Randall Bargdill
and Leola McLain.

Sung to the tune of "Sing A Song of Sixpence."

Sing a song of metrics and have a lot of fun.
Metrics are the "in" thing and fun for everyone.
We cttn measure lots of_things, it's really fun to do. So
Listen very carefully and we will show you, too.

We no longer walk a mile, we walk a. kilometer.
When we buy a quart of milk, we buy it by the liter.
Candy Is my favorite, I used to buy a pound.
Now .1 buy Why the gram and pass it all around.

Look at my new pencil, it's seven inches long.
Oh! What did I hear you say, you're'really very wrong.
Take your pencil, lay it down beside a meterstick. It's ,.
Eighteen centimeters long; you see there.is notricks,

Do you know how much I weigh? I doh't mean in'pounds.
I don't talk that way hoW that metrics are around.
I weigh thirty kilograms, that is called my mass.
You may not believe it, but I'm biggest in my class.

We have a new thermometer, it's really very nice. We
Read degrees,in Celsius, and zero will make ice. It
Starts right down at zero and goes right on its w y.
Twenty- three degrees is sure to be a lovely day.

It's hard to think of big things and just how much they weigh. A
Thousand kilograms makes a metric ton, they say. When .

Russia buys our wheat, they buy it by the metric ton.
I know all about it 'cause I'm a farmer's son.

,FY

Kilometer, metric ton, gram and centimeter,
Kilogram and centigram, Celsius anil a liter.
These are just a few of the words th'at we can sing. So
Sing a.sorlg of metrics, fOr it is the coming thing.

The third andlasesong was written by a teacher of a combined .
fourth and fifth grade. She wrote both the lyrics and the music to
be sung by.the children in her self-contained classroom while she
accompanied on the guitar. She reportedthat the fourth and fifth
graders greatly enjoyed singing the song, and the guitar
accompaniment is not difficult.
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Lyrics and tune written by and uqed with permission of
Roberta Kinsinger

w
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1. Charjg that yardstick to a me ter, change that quart to a
7. Don't you wor-ry don't you fret, foi there's nothing to re-
3. You use ki- lo, hec- to, dek a, dec -
4. Then it's ki lo, hec- to, dek a, dec
5. And it's ki - lo,.hec-to, dek - a, dec-- i, centi,mill-i-
6. Change that yar ick to a me - ter, change that quart to a
7. Don't you worry do you fret, for there's nothing to re'

Art

'
11 - ter, and jump on the me tric wag - on now,
gret. The metric system's easy if you try. .

me ter to measure an -y length that you might find.
gram. They give the-weights of every thing they can.
li ter these give-the a mounts that yod de mand.

-..ter end jump on the metric wag on now.
Bret. The metric system's easy if you try.

\
Those of you who teach art have 'many opportunities to

encoura students to use metric measurements. As one art
teacher s id, "The secrets are (1) use the metric vocabulary
yourself very chince you get and (2) let the students get as
much real experience in actual measurement processes
possible." T eans to use metric dimensions rather than
customar me signs. If the activity calls for yarn, be sure to
give the ength °its If paint is to be mixed, use cubic
centimeters or milliliters.74 paper is be., cut; give.ithe
dimensions in centimeters and ask the studfnts to dbthe cutti'hg.
If the art lesson calls for margins, give them in centimeters, If you.
fire a kiln, talk about the teMperature in'degrees Celsius not
degrees: Fahrenheit.

A very common art activity is to have the children draw an
outline of each other on butFher paper. In order stress metric -

length, ask them to measu the outline an to 'record their
height in centimeters on the
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After collectingCleaves for the fall leaf design, ask the children
to measure the length of the leaves in millimeters and to put the
longest leaf in the middle of thedesign. The lerigth of the longest
leaf should be recorded below the design in both centimeters and

When giving directions for making a mobile, give the lengths
of the cords in centimeters. jf it is to be a mobile with geometric
shapes extended from a clothes hanger, give the length of the
cords as:

15 cm to hold the circle
30 cm to hold the square
45 cm to hold the ellipse
60 cm to hold the triangle
75 cm to hold the rectangle

AP

'Meter Flower

If the art activity is to make yarn flowers, instruct everyoneto
measured. meter of yarn to use in making the project. Ask the
students to glue the petals to the center.of a flower as, shown in
the acc=ompanying diagram. Each petal isjnade frorma 10 cm piece
of yarn. The center is a circle made of a 5 cm piece'of, yarn. The
remaining 15 cm Of yarn are used in the stem. The centers of the
petals may be colored.

The art .activity normally calFed the "magazine picture fol can
be easily altered to use metric measures. A pictur rom a
magazine should be selecled and cut into 2 centimeter strips. The
strips are then' glued. back in the same order on a sheet of
construction paper, except that a 1 cm space is left lietween each
strip. The,effect of thespaces between the strips is interesting.

Paper strip art.is readily adapted to metrik. measurement.
Numerous paper strip's 2 cm wide. and 6-cm 10fig should be cut
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from various colored construction paper. Each strirThould be
tightly wound around a pencil and glued. After slipping the strips
from the pencil, they may be glued on a paper to form an animal
or design. A beautiful three-dimensional butterfly can be made
with the eurls.

Directions for texture design art can be given utilizing metric
weights: If a small design is desired, the directions would be for
each student to weigh 5 g each of popcorn, beans, wheat and
sunflower seeds. These are to be glued on a 20 cm x 25 cm piece of
construction paper forming a designFr animal. Other materials
may be substituted for those sugggted.

Directions for making church windowsa greatly enjoyed
activitycan also utilize metric units. Each student should
measure and cut two 25 cm x 25 cm pieces of waixed paper.
Different colored 44yon shavings are then placed,eetweeri the
two sheets of 'Atted/paper and ironed with a mi6derately hot
iron. The resultalg product resembles a stained glass window.

Summary
The .overall theme that conies through in each subject area is

that the teacher should use metric terms whenever measure-
ment terms are needed. In many situations, you, the teacher, can
learn the new system along with your students. You should
remember that learners need many physical experiences with
metric measurements. Most of the activities presented in this
section call for actual measurement.

You can assume that teachers of science and mathematics are
working to change each learner from being primarily a
customary measurer to being primarily a metriAmeasurer. Your
role is to encourage and support their work. If the learner's only
contact with the metric system is in mathematics and science, it
will be a long and difficult tafik to change him or her to the new
system. Each learner need-rriumerous metric-experiences both in
and out of school.

You are in a pEsition to talk up the new system as well as to
provide reinforcesffient activities.
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This chapter includes measurement activities designed for the
pritnary child who needs to develop the concept of measuremen
as well as activities for the older learner involving more
sophisticated measurement. Examples of the former kind,,
designed .for kindergarten, first and second 'grade children, are``,
included in the first section. In these nonstandard measurement
activities the learner does not become involved with standard
units of metric measure such as liters, meters, grams, etc.

,Activities are of a trial-and-error readiness-type which allows
time for children to develop measurement and premeasurement
concepts using such nonstandard units as finger widths, chalk
lengths, pencil lengths, arm spans and strides. Emphasisis placed
on the concept of measurement rather than on one correct
answer. The exercises are designed to lead into the standard
measurement activities which follow.

The second section, metric measurement activities, includes
exercised designed as a tontinuatibn .of the nonstandard
measurement activities. They start with concrete measurement
at a beginning IeveL Teachers who lack metric awareness will
have no difficulty with the beginning activities of length, weight
and capacity. These exercises progress from a very elementary
level to a more mature level.

NONSTANDARD MEASUREMENT ACTIVITIES

4
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Length

A yo1ng learner nas a .built-in centimeter measure, for the
width of his or her finger is approximately one centimeter. The
width of an adult's small fingernail also approximates a cen-
timeter. This fact can be used in measuring various objects in
finger widths before the concept of a centimeter is discusAd.

MATERIALS: Objects to measure such as a new piece of chalk, a
new pencil and a book.

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: Any number working in pairs..

DIRECTIONS: Measure the lengths of the objects-by using the
width or your index finger. After you have
completed the measurements, check with other
teams to see how your answers agree with their
answers.

Length

OBJECTIVE:To measure to determine the order of pictures
from shortest to longest.

MATERIALS: Numerous pictures of boats, automobiles, etc.,
cut from magazines, newspapers, or catalogs.

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: Any number.

DIRECTIONS: Place the pictures in order from shortest to
longest. You may want to use the width of your
finger to measure the pictures.

.

LengthiATOBI CTIV. E To provide a concrete experienCe using a non-
standardstandard unit of length, the finger width.

,

ERIALS:' Various objects such as pape&clips, index cards,
sticks of chalk, book, pencil, etc.

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: Any number.
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DIRECTIONS: This ctivity sh9uld begin with the teacher
explain ng ho'w to measure using a finger width.

re should be one station for each two
children doing the activity. At each station, place
one object so that children working in pairs can
measure the object as they progress through the
stations. After the measurements are made, the

teacher should lead a discussion concerning the
findings.

Length

OBJECTIVE: To compare the lengths of concrete objects.

MATERIALS: Sit. of colored rods or strips of paper 1 cm'
through.10 cm. (No reference will be made to the
metric Jengths of the rods or strips.)

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: Groups of two or three chil -.
dren.

DIRECTIONS: Provide each learner with the following rods or
syips:

Number

1

Length \,.
10 cm n

1 9 cm
1 8 all
1 7 cm
1 6 cm
2 5 cm

-2 4 cm
3 cm

°
3 cm

1 CM.

Ask the4hildren to place one of each strip or
rod in order from longest to shortest. Ask the
children to hold up the longest strip qr-rod. Hold
up one of the 5 cm items and ask how many 5 cm
strips or rods it takes to make the longest strip
or rod. Vary this procedure with the strips or
rods.
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Length

OBJECTIVE: To ordei items according to width.

MATERIALS: Three coins and three cards with arrows.

NUMBER' OF 'PARTICIPANTS: Any number depending upon
available materials.

DIRECTIONS:

-10
-110

Place the coins in a triangle as shown. Place the arrows so that
e,ch points toward a wider coin.

Length

OBJECTIVE: To compare the light of two learners indevelop-
ingthe conceptsIof taller, shorter and the same.

MATERIALS: None. ,?4

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: Entire class.

DIRECTIONS: Ask two children who are of unequal height to
stand back to back in front of the class. Then ask
the class to tell you who is taller and who is
shortkr, As'k two children who are of equal
height to%stand backto back. Discuss with the
class that the two class members are of equal
height. Select one-third of the learners and ask
them to find a partner who is'taller. After this Is
corn/Dieted/ask a different one-third of the class
to' find a Flartnei who is shorter. Finally, ask the
remaining one-third to find a partner of equal
height.

Length

OBJECTIVE: To gain an understanding of tallest and shortest.
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MATERIALS: Butcher paper, newspapers, glue, water-base
paints and brushes.

DIRECTIONS: Have children work in pairs tracing each other's
outlines on butcher paper or newspapers that

la are glued together.

These profiles may be painted and cut out. Thqn
they may be putin order to find out the tallest
boy, shortest boy, tallest girl, shortest girl,
tallest person in class and shortest person in
class.

Length -

The ability to estimate is a desired skill th,t can be developed in
learners if the appropriate activities are used. Measuring with ,

body spans is such an activity (i.e:, the distance that can be.
reached from tip of finger to tip of finger with arms outstretch- .

ed). The distance will approximate one meter for young learners.
This approachdevelops estimating skill much better than the use
of a meterstick or similar device. Normally the standard unit is
not mentioned at least until the activity is completed, after which
a discussion may be helcWoncerning meter length.

MATERIALS: 'None.None.

NUMBER- OF PARTICIPANTS: Any number workin in pairs.

DIRECTIONS: Estiniate the distanceof the back of the room,
the Side of the room and thF length of the
chalkboard in body spans. After estimates have
been made) make the actual measurements by
having your partner count the numberof body
spans of each dimension. Remember a body span
is as far as you can 'reach with your hands
stretched out to the sides.

Length ,

OBJECTIVE To provide concrete expelience with nonstandard
measures while diagnosThg which children are
ready to use standard measures.

A

MA,TERIALS: None.

'2
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NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: Total class divided into two
groups.

DIRECTIONS: After a discussion of the fact that the two
opposite walls appear to be the same length, the
teacher-suggests that both groups measure the
walls in shoe lengths. They teacher should pick
two children (one from each team) who have
different-sized shoes to use in the measure-
ments. After the measurements are completed,
a further discussion should be held to deter-

s mine which children accept the walls to be dif-
ferent lengths. Those who accept the red Its are
not ready for standard measures of c imeferS.
and meters.

Length and Weight

OBJECTIVE: To differentiate between longest, shortest, high-
est, lowest, and heaviest and lightest.

MATERIALS: Various objects such as toys; boxes, .bottles,
pencils, etc.

NUMBER OF PARTI 1P NTS: Groups of two or three chil-
dren.

DIRECTIONS: Place several' items with each group before
asking each group to select the longest item.
Repeat the questions until all the words are
used. During the exercise, some questions will
arise, such as "If we lay the bottle dors* it
becomes the longest item." Questions lit e these
are aevelopmental in nature dnd Have strolfg
pedagogical value. For an evaluation have the
children perform the tasks individually as re-

.? quested by te teacher.

Length

- This activity can easily be used as a transitional activity for
introducing standard measurements. After completing it, you
may want to pose the question, "How would you write to your
grandmother and tell-her the size of our classroom? Would it be;
appropriate to use strides to describe the size?" Some students
will mention that a standard unit should be used.
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MATERIALS: None.

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: Any number.

DIRECTIONS: Ask each child to malela strip of pape as long as
his or her normal stride. Suggest that the paper
be used to measure the width of the front of the

4' classroom. After this is completed, lay the
lengths of paper on the floor from shortest to
longest. Discuss why the classroom width
varied with the stride of different children.

-

Weight

The amount of equipment needed for teaching,weight ac-
tivities discourages many teachers from involving students in
weight experiences. 'This. difficulty is overcome by using readily
available materials. 'T,he activity is designed to provide an
experience with the concept of weight in an informal approach.
The teacher may wish to follow up the lesson with a discussion of
standard units. Since the flashlight D battery weighs approxi-
mately 100 grams, the objects can be compred to 100 grams.

MATERIALS: Five ,D batteries, a plastic bag, and numerous
objects to be weighed, i.e., chalkboard 'eraser,
rock, book, etc.

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: Any number.

DIRECTIONS: Determine as clotely as you ca the weights of
the objects by holding an object one hand a0d
as many batteries in the other hand as necessaVy
to balance or equal the weight of the "object. If
more than one battery is required, you,,may
Place them in the bag :for more convenient
handling.

Weight

OBJECTIVE* To, mark the heavier. object.

MATERIALS: Sheets of paper showing objects.

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: Any number.

DIRECTIONS: Place.an X on the heavier object.
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N

OBJECTIVE: To provide concrete experjences with nonstand-t and units of weight.

[ MATERIALS: Balances and numerous weights such, as bo6nuts,
washers, paper clips; etc.

NUMBER OF'PAIZTICIPANA: Any number working in
groups of three or four.

DIRECTIONS: After a cliscus6on of weight, the teacher asks
. the students to we gh a math book, chalkboard
eraser, new stick of chalk; etc...The results,
should be given as so many olts, washers, etc..
Nopefupy some students ill suggest that it is
difficult to compare th weights of two items if
one weighs 3 bolts.and the othetil4 washers.

Area

OBJECTIVE: To gain the concept that area is measure on a flat
surface.

MATERIALS; NeWspa'per or newsprint, scissors, glue.

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS:-Any number working in
. groups of two or three.

DIRECTIONS: Lay a double sheet oft newspaper on the floor
and ask how many students can stand on the
newspaper. After determining the number, cut
out shoe prints and paste them on the sheet
after painting them. If desired, newspapers may
be glued together to make an area of one square
meter. The area of the paper may or may not be
stressed, depending-upon the readiness level of
the students.

Area

OBJECTIVE: To measure the. area of the bulletin board with
-concrete nonstandard units.

MATERIALS: Several, sheets of construction' paper.

NUMBER. OF ,PARTICIPANTS: Groups of two.
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DIRECTIONS: After the teacher leads a discussion concerning
the meaning of area, the area of the' bulletin
board is measured by pinning sheets of con
strugtion paper on the board. If the board-
doesn't measure evenly' in whole sheets; the
remaining portion may be estimated or sheets
may be folded and cut before being pinned up.

Variation: The teacher could ask what other
Items might be used to measure the area of the
bulletin board. Hopefully other-sized sheets of
paper, chalkboard erasers, etc., will be men-
tioned.

Capacity

In develpp
experiences
readiness
begun

the,concept. of capacity, young learners need
h nonstandard units.LThese activities provide the

gled before the study of liters and n)illimeters is

,.

MATERIALS: Various cont iners such as coffee can's,' milk
'cartons, jars, et ., and water. One small container,
such as a frozen juice can is needed as the
nonstandard unit of capacity.

.
NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: Any-number..

DIRECTIONS: Determine the capacity of each contilingr, in
number of juice containers. Approxmations
will be needed since most containers will not
hold an exact whore number, of juice containers
of water. After each container is measured;
arrange them in order of capacity. .

Capacity

-, OBJECTIVE: To provide a concrete experience with non-
standard units of .capacity.

MATERIALS: Pop I2ottle caps, plastic cups, or small milk
cartons.

NUMBER OF I'ARTICIPANTS: Entire class, working in groups
of two or three.
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DIRECTIONS: After° a disctissiaoncer,ning the meaning of
capacity, ask t hildren to determine e
Capacity of the plastic ?Ups or milk cartons by

, filling them with bottle caps. Discuss why the
answers Vary.........

Volume S

4

In developing the concept of volume, children need ex- it
periences where stress is placed on the concept rather than the
mathematical computation. This activity is deigned to teach the
concept of volume. It shdidd be used with thin% fourth and fifth
grade students who have not previously developed the concept
of volume!

MATERIALS: Small boxes of varying shapes and sizes and many
centimeter cubes.

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS:Depends only upon the avail-
/ .

. . ability of materials.
a ., ..

DIRECTIONS: Pill the boxes with the volume pieces and then
count the pieces to _find, the volume. Do not
assign units. If it takes 25 pieces to fill the box,
say the volume is 25 volume pieces. Arrange the
boxes in order from smallest to largest volume.
Children Who are at ease with the volume pie es,
may want totassign.the specific unit of cu 'c
centimeters to the answer. .

-,

Time

OBJECTIVE: To provide a concrete exper eriZrrith a non-
- ei standard unit time.

MATERIALS: Small plastic bottle filled with water with a hole
punched in ,the bottom edge.

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: Entire class.

DIRECTIONS: After a iscussion concerning time, measure
how far bers of the class.can write t
numbers whi e all the wok is running out o
the bo)tle. . 1

..A
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METRIC. MEASUREMENT ACTIVITIES

"When you cannot measure it, when you cannot express it in
numbersyou have scarcely, in your thoughts, advanced to
the stage of science, whatever the Matter may be."*

P.

Temperature

Length.

4

Volume

Lord Kelvin

Capacity

Idam

Weight

I dam

Are

Idam
Area

Idam

.
This quotation is, used by Science, A Process Approach (SAPA) to introduce
measurement.

<5.2
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Length

Aids for teaching metric length are far more available to the
classroom teacher than aids for teaching metric weight;
temperature and volume. The author can remember his schdOl
days when it was common for a 'meterstick to be lying in the
chalkboard tray, Th stick was used by the4eacher mainly for
pointing. Neve' Iv n:+ tiu tI It tilde Wied foi measuring. It was
called the meterstick, hoi ever, and almost everyone knew that it
was a, little longer than a Yard. This brief contact with metric
length .41escribeS the major metric experience of many

. Americans. Needless to-say, metric experience of this nature are
no longer adequate. This section includes more length activities
than activities f9r any other metric topic because of the
ability of length materials and because many teachers introduce

, the metric system witlf"the subject of length.
The basic unit of metric length is the meter. As pr:o .usly

Mentioned, the French in the 1790s defined the lengtO. the
meter as one ten-millionth of the distance from the north pole to
the equator along the earth's meridian running near Dunkirk in
France and Barcelona in Spain. In later years, difficulties in
reproducing or comparing measurement-standards Witha por:
tion of the earth's meridian led France to construct a physical

,standard of the meter of platinum-iridium. Nbt until 1960 at the ,

'General Conference on Weights and Measures was the defini-
tion Of the meter based on the international prototype of
platinum-iridium changed to the following: "The meter is the
length equal to 1 650 763.73 wavelengths of the krypton; 86
atom in a vacuum."

'fr

Length

In order for students to think metric, they first must feel metric.
Maly activities involvibg measurement of linear distabces must
be planned. These activities 441,iire little preparation on the part
of the teacher. StUdents'should be encouraged to measure many
physical objects in and around school. The activity included here
is good, however, asftvery child can measure the lilies at the
same time. If the assignment is to measure the width of the door,

11" will take a considerable time span for a class to make the
measurements.

. MATERIALS: A sheet of directions and lines for each child,
,metric ruler.

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: Any number.
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e

DIRECTIONS: Measure the following 'lines to the nearest
Retird the answer on the ,Itne in

both millimeters and centimeters.
jj

171
b.

Answers:.
a. 80 mm or 8cm
b. 60 mm or 6 cr.-
c. 30 mm or 3 cm

LengthDiagnosis

OBJECTIVE: Toestimate centimter lengths.

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: Any number.

DIRECTIONS: Estimate the lengths of the following lines in
centimeters. `

d. 85 mm or 8.5 cm
e. 35 mm or 3.5 cm

1-05 mm or 3:0.5'cm

1;

DIRECTIONS:7Estirnate the follpwing: .

Length

I an) .CIT1 tall.
.

My teacher is cm tall.

My desk is cm long.

,1.

OBJECTIVE: To demonstrate that even traditi narsayings will
eventually becoi-lie out-of-date.

;,
5,:.
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MATERIALS: The sayings as, listed.

NUMBER OF'PARTICIPANTS: Any number.

DIRECTIONS: Place the sayingS on the chalkboard and ask
students to help you change them so that they
use metric terms, Some children may wish to
just state equivalency unfits in metric measures
while some mhy want to completely rework the
sayings'and state them iii whole metric units.
The latter is the more desirable method.

"Give him_an 41t and he'll take a

"'Traffic dust g."

"Walk a couritry'rni/e.'

"Heltif the ball a mile."

"A rniSslis as good as a-mile.-

"I would walk a million miles for one of your smiles."

"1 wouldn't touch him with a ten foot pole:".

"There was a crooked man and he walked a crooked mile."

"A ,folath down and inches to go.".

Length Cuisenaire Game
-

Since Cuisenaire rods h e metri lengths, they adapt well toN
thy, beginning actiVities teach. g length. This activity uses

-wily-the six shoilest rods that asure'l., 2 3, 4, 5 and 6 cm.
One set Qf rods .is required for 'ea h of the two players. As you
observe the learners playing the gahie, you will see them measur-
ing the rods on the meterstick. This is exactly what the activity is
designed-to do, i.e., -aid the players to become familiar with 1
thrbugh 6 cm lengths.

J

MATERIALS:t-One kociix of Cuisenaire rods for each player, one
_regular cubical die, and a me.terstick.

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: Two.

3,,
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DIRECTIONS:. "Play moves in a clockwise direction With each
player rolling the die to determine whether he
gets to place a 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6 centimeter length
along his side of the meterstick. Play continues
until a winner has enough rods end to end to

"exactly equal 1 meter."*

art

Kurti, V. Ray:- Teaching Metric Awareness-ISt. Louis: The C. V. Mosby Co.,
1,470).

Meterstick

in the Staircase

This -activity is designed to accompany the PiTcgding
Cuisenaire game. Again, the purpose of the activity is to aid the
players in becoming familiar with the 1 through 6 cm lengths.

MATERIALS: One box of Cuisenaire rods and one regular
/ cubical die.

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS:. Two.

DIRECTIONS: "Each pl er arranges a staircase of 10 rods.
Each t en takes a turn rolling the die to
determine what length from I to 6 centimeters
he may use to help form a decimeter square of
the staircase. If a player cannot use the
designated length, he may not play, during that
turn. The first player to complete his square
wins the game., The staircase and one play is
shown in the diagram. Any combination of rods
may be used to complete each decimeter length.
Rods may only be played -vertically."

*From Kurti,'V Ray: Teaching Metric Awareness (St. Louis: The C. Y. Mosby Co.,1,
1976).
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4
Length

OBJECTIVE: To measure height and reach.

MATERIALS: Meterstick or metric tape.

NumBEroN3ARTicipANf: Any number

DIRECTIONS: Use the metric tape or meterstick to measure
your height in centimeters. Measure your reach\
from fingehip to fingertip. Are they the same? \
If they are the same, you are a square. Check
with your friends to see if they are squares or
rectangles, Are there more squares than rec-
tangles in your class?

'Length

OBJECTIVE: To use a visual aid when initially presenting the
metric prefixes. This aid will certainly gain the
attention of the children.

MATERIALS: Eight bones of various sizes. A tennis ball can or
Pringles can may be used as the engine and jello
boxes, toothpaste boxes, etc., used for cars. Paper
for covering the boxes, magic marker, string or

. yarn. ',._i
DIRECTIONS: Cover the boxes with paper nd label them with

the proper designations. Join rs togethe
with yarn. Omit the wheels i hey add to the
difficulty of the construction project. Use the
train in the developmental ',base of presenting
the metric prefixes..

r,

. Metric
Meteor kilo

0

Base
hecto deka Unit
J 0 c, 0C

deci

LengthBingo

Length Bingo is designed to provide a review of the metric
terms of length. The game should not be used until class
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members are able to recognize the words and symbols of length.
It is suggested that a seasonal or holiday flavor be added by using
appropriate markers such as a bunny, Santa, pumpkin, turkey;
etc.

MATERIALS: Bingo cards and.key terms ai; shown.

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: Eight student Players and a

DIRECTIONS: After prep-aring the bingo cards and two sets of
key terms, the/game is ready to be played. One
set of key terms sljquld be cut up and placed in a'
box and used for cakipg the terms. These cards
may be laminated. The other set is used for
calling back terms after someone calls "Bingo."

Seasonal figures may be cut and used for
markers on the bingo card or one could be given
to each student for, the free space. T,he ways to
bingo can be varied, i.e., horizontal, vertical,
four cornersor blackout.

K BY TERMS

'A .,.
mete .

A
m

A
metric

A 1

decimgter
A

centimetei.

A

meters'',

A
dm

A
cm

_.
A.

length
A ,

millimeter

A
10 .

decimeter

A
6

entimeters

B '
length.

,B
metric

B
meter

B
decimeter'

B
dm

B
millimeter

13-

centimeter
B

cm m

B
10

decimeters

B
, 6

centimeters

B
5

meters

C .

centimeter
C

. cm
C

meter
C

decimeter
C

dm
C
m

millimeter

C
10

Jciecimeters'

C
5

meters
C

metric
C

length

C
6

centimeters

b



A

LENGTH BINGO

B C

Length mete': dm

r

cm
Think

"; Metric centimeter

metric decimeter millimeter

LENGTH BINGO

A

dm decimeter length

m
Think
Metric metric

meter cm centimeter

.3*
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LENGTH BINGO

A C

length <.,___Lneter cm

6
centimeters

Think
Metric centimeter

e

metric decimeter m

LENGTH BINGO

A C

m vetric millimeter

decimeter Think
Metric

.

6
centimeters

. length
k .

meters
cm

b3

,19...tes,
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(

LENGTH BINGC:Itz

A B\
dm 4,lecimeter length

m, Think,
Metric

metriF,

cm dm centimeters

A

LENGTH BINGO

B C

5
meters

. m
6

centimeters

centimeters
Think .
Metric millimeter

millimeter
,t

decimeters meter

LENGTH BINGO

'B C

m length deciineter

metric

----

Think
Metric centimeter

dm millimeter meter

LENGTH BINGO ,

A C

dm 6
centimeters

5
meters

10 Think
decimeters Metric

m

ik

metric cm length
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Length

OBJECTIVE: Teo estimate centimeter lengths.

MATERIALS: Paper, pencil and centimeter ruler.

NUMBS F PARTICIPANTS: Any number.

CTIONS: -Without using a ruler, draw three lines (not in a

Length

OBJECTIVE: To me45:u
rfieraOf t1'fiS

MATERIALS: Trundle whe

straight line'
total 15 cen
three lines-,

I how c
conte
the clo
length'

, .

that the sum Of the lengths will
eters'. After you have drawn the

pre them with, a ruler to see
to 15 centimeters. Have a_

rind to see who can come
length. Change the.

,t`i...aees.tance and then realize the

.

,irartetersticx.

NUMBER OF PARTICIP .4) ny number.

DIRECTIONS: Measure of rit the hoot ground. Have a
classmate take our ulse while you are stand-
ing or sitting.Record the results. Next, run a 30
meter dash and have your classmate again take
your pulse. Graph the results. Compare your
results with other students.

Length

Most of your students will be rrulcit more familiar wit(h Onits of,
the customary system than with nits of the metrinystem. You
can generally assume that they have little prior knowledge of the
actual length of a kilometet="L,You may wish to review that'd
kilometer is a little over 0.6 mile. This will provide students with
an idea of the distance of a kilometer. The best procedure for
teaching the concept of a kilometer is to have the learners
measure off a kilometer distance.

MATERIALS: Trundle wheel or apPropriate tape measure.
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NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: Teams of two or three mem-
bers plus a measurement team t,
of two or thiee.members.

DIRECTIONS: Ask the teams to estimate from be iinning
point each of divisions of 100 riiet" s up to
and including 1 kilometer. Each team is required
to place a mark at each of th 10 oints. The
team &ming closest to the true kilometer
distance as measured by the measurement team
is declaied the winner. Five ,city blocks are

approximately 1 kilometer in length.

'

Length

OBJECTIVE: To experiment with various pendulumolengths.

MATERIALS: String and a weight.

NUMBEh OF PARTICIPANTS: Groups of two or three stu-
dents.

DIRECTIONS: Measure'a 1 m 10 cm le h of ',string. Tie one
end of the string to ail, hook, etc., in a
doorway. Tie a weight to the other end so that
the length of string between the Weight and the
hook is 1 m. Draw the weight back and let the
weight swing. Count the numberiof swings per
minute. Shorten the length of string between
the hook and weight to 50 cm and repeat the
experiment. What are your conclusions?
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c
4. You will find that a short review of the type of decimal

problems encountered in metrics will be an excellent introduc-
tion to the' abstract part.L'of length. This work should involve
multiplication and division practice with 10, 100, and 1000.

OBJE'CTIVE: To provide a review of multiplying by 1:0,100, and
1000.

MATERIALS: Problems duplicated from those given and placed
on study sheets or the chalkboard.

NUMBER Ot PARTICIPANTS: Any number,.

DIRECTIONS: Multiply by 10: 109, or 1000 as directed.

1.

2.

8 ;10
90 x 10

8. 5.3 x 1000

9... 5.47 x 100

3. 2.4 x 10' 10.' 0.632 x 1000

4. 0.36 x 10 11. 0.376 x 100

5. 5.9 x 100 12. 1.346 x 16\00

6. 0.63 x 100 13..0.34 x 1000

' 7. 0.7 x 100 A 14. 0.7 x 1000

Answers:

1. 80 -

2. oo

3.: /

4. 3.6

5. 590

6. 63,

7. 70

rs,

8. 5300

9.547
10. 632

11. 37.6

12. 1346

13. 340

14. 700

4

e

Length

You will notice that when dividing by 10 or a multiple of 10, the
division is very easy. Actually the regular,diAsion process will
not be used as soon as the learner sees that the decimal point may
be moved to the left the same number ofislaces as there are zeros
in the dyisor.

6 3:
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OBJECTIVE: To provide a review of dividing by 10, 100 and
1000.

MATERIALS: Problems duplicated from those given.

NUMBER OF.PARTICIPANTS: Any number.

DIRECTIONS: Divide by 10, 100, or 1000 as di ected.

1.

2.

3 .

50 y 10

51 10

0.7 10

8. 7963 t 1 Q0

9. 94.3 t 100

icr. 0.7 1000

'4, 49.2 10 11. 52.4 t 100

5: 763.7 s 10 12. 0.763 y 10

6. 7.63 s 180 13.\ 0.34 t
7. 773.5 + 1000 14. 0.9 + 0

Answers:

1. 5

2)$113

. 7

4. 4.92

5. 76.37

6. 0.0763

7: 0.7735

Length Rummy

OBJECTIVE: To add metric lengths of meter and kilOnieter.

MATERIALS: 52 cards as follows:

2 marked 500 m
10 marked 250 m
10 marked 100 m
10 marked 25 m
10 marked 50 cm
10 marked 25 cm

8. 7.963

9. 0.943

10. 0.0907

11. 0.524

2. 0.b763

3. 0.0034

14. 0.0009

r
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NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: Three or four.

DIRECTIONS:-1". Shuffle cards and deal seven to each player.
CS The dealer place4 the remaining cards face

down on the table and turns the top card face
up next to the deck to begin the discard pile./

2. Play starts with the player to the left of the
dealer. Player may take the top card from the
face-down cards, the top card. from,,, he
discard pile, or the entire discard pile. His or
her turn is ended by discarding a card unless
he or she has, run out of cards.

-.3

3. The object is to form and lay out a "book" of
cards that equals 1 km or 1 mr73clklitionally,
thiee cards of a kincyorm a book.

e,

4. Pla continues until a ;player runs .it of
cards.

Length

o JJJJJOJJOU00JJ
JOL,)(..)

5. To score, a 1,km book is worth 3 points, a 1 m
book is worth 2 points, and three of a kind are
worth 1 point. In order to encourage taking
the entire discard pile, no penalty is assessed
for cards held when another player goes out.

The following activities are designed to be worked
with the assistance of the hand-held calculator.
Students will be unable to work these problems unless

they have a thorough grasp of the value of each metric
unit of length. This activity is amexcellent check on a
student's understanding of metric 'prefiAs and place
value. , -

tERIALS: Hand-held calculator.

:.7NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: Any number.
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DIRECTIONS: 1. Enter 2249.369 m into a hand-held calsulator

add 39 m
"Subtract 9 mm

add 12 at
. subtract 36 cm

subtract .0 23 hm
What do you have remaining? (0)

41h

,

2. Enter 1364.112 m into a hand -held calculator

subtract 12 cm
add 36 m.
add 1 hm
subtract 1 dm
add 10.8 cm

f)

What do you have,remaining? (1500 m)

(Mor -Difficqlt)

3. Enter 333;333 in

subtract 3 hni
add 2 km
subtract 3.3 dam
subtract 3.33 dm
What do you have remaining? (5000 m)

Length

The following activity is designed to follow concrete activities
where learners have .,had the opportunity to experience
millimeter, centimeter, meter and kilometer lengths.

OBJECTI Toprovide abstract experience with metric length
terms.

MATERIALS: Duplicated sheets of problems as given.,

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: Any number.

DIRECTIONS: .Write the proper metric equiValent in the blanks
provided. "



1. 1 in cm

2. 1 m = mm

1 =

4..1 cm = mm

1 aim - cm
6. 1 m =

7. 14m = cm

;ifilswrs:

Measurement Activities

8: 170 m (21_ km

9. 1362 m =

10. 732 cm ve4
.11 :0.432(v = m

12,. 0.93 mm =' cm ie

13: 342.cm = km

14., 463-cm =
.

67

1. /00 8. 0.170

2. '1000 9. 1.362
40-

3. 1000 10. 7.32

4. 10 11. 432

5. 0.1 12. 0.093

6. 0.001 13. 0.003

14.

42 te
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WEIGHT

. --...
As explained earlier, there is sot disagreement as'to whether

one should use the.terni mass.orwdight wheneferring to what one
reads when stepping on.'bbe: bathroom sCales. This book
recognizes -the diffeance . bet14een . these two term's but for .

everyday use recoMmends.the common term :light. Ii technical
and scientific Work a cleAr distinction should be made. ,0

Weight aCtivitles,are-PlaCed after length activities in this book
because weight :iaterials suchs.,scales and known weights are '

'0 more difficult_ to obtaiw_tharrinelerstickS and tape meakures. ,

Sinre the 'sti`C-C-essfu,1 cOnn=,sletionf a-lesson for students without
a feel '.for metric infpureS ,r re's _heavily upon the use of
measutement devices, length acti-vities should precede weight
activities. Teachers inform the.Aithar,repeatedly that.they have
littlp access to metric scales. This;situation is slowly reversing,
itself. ArriOng the few plaCes while metric scales can be found are -
those schools ,wtere science programs which inClude weight
apparatus, lwes ,been purchaSeejle sure and check around your
building ;forgrftetric Scale's' thaftien'ay be stored in unused science

tv. ,
, kits. 0 . . . .

Numerous balance°. scIleS v,p aVa' &hie for purChaS.°.- Each
classroom should have .ictertc:e at least vne commercially made\
scale (in the twenty-five dollamange) 'and weights. One scale is
not enough, hOwever, if.the-giial is"to proVide.each Student with

- Weighing:,opportunities. Theo: are various plans for making
balance scales from milk eirtiim, coat, hangers,, etc.\Such scales,
are satisfactory. ,... ^',..;,Z' 1' .. ;

.. 2 . :-- .
.

66'.0
4
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Hundreds of the following balance scales have been made and
proved to be highly adequate. The cost of materials is ap-
proximately forty-five cents. The scale is sensitive and will easily
.weigh an object.as light as 1 g. The only weakness is that this
scale will weigh onl, items that fit into the cups. Some teachers
have asked the loM woodworking tilcher to do the woodwork
involved. Such a task might be welcdmed by a student in need
of a project.

Large arm balance

3 cm

53 cm
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 et 0 t) 43 et ei et 0 et 43 ci 0 .

O 0 0 0 0 0
O 0 0 0 0

20 cm

- 10 qn

2cmi

_0 cm

"Materials: Balance arm is made Horn pegboard and pivots.on a nail
through the stand. Cups are of Styrofoam, approximately 4 cm deep:.
Stand has a large dowel rod approximately 3 cm in diameter. Base is any
suitable piece of wood. Rubber band may be moved in or out to balance
arm.
From Kurtz, V. Ray: Teaching Metric Awareness (St. Louis: The Mosb Co.,
1976).

2
Commercially mademetric weights suitable for use in

weighing are expensive and difficult to keep. These weights are
usually made of brass and are quite attractive. Teachers report
that they either get lost or4.)alk off. An activity is presented in

- this section describing.'a procedure for preparing known weights.
They are fun to make and work well. in weighingtivities.
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Weight Diagnosis
i .

Iri general, your students have hadVittle experience with

Metric weights. You will probably be safe in assuming that they

need beginning experiences with .these units, You c n easily

diagnose .their knowledge of metric weights, however, iving

the test that follows. You may wish to use. the data fro these
tests in trouping class members for greater'learning. Close

answers should be considered correct.

MATERIALS: The" test may be duplicated for distribution or it
may be placed oil the chalkboard.,

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: 'Entire Class. .
I

DIRECTIONS: Estimate the metric weights of the following
items! Have your teacher grade your answers. ,

tar

-Item

Estimated
Weigh'

1. A nickel 1'

2. A regular M&M Candy

3. A paper clip

4: Yourself
I' 7

. -.
./

5. Your mathematics, book
. .0,

Weight M&M Weigh-in ,

,7"
Children love this activity. I may have something to do ith

the fact that they get to eat M&M candies. This activity is b ed
on the fact that an M&M plain chocolate candy weighs very close

- to gram. There is only. one drawbackcandies are expensive.
Perhaps you have some source of funds for the purchase of edible

materials

. N--, MATERIALS: -Balance scales, known 3 g weights and, mscy
plain chocolate candies.

-

AO .

NUMBER 0F.PAZTIC,IPANTS: Any number of ents
- 4 working in pairs.
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DIRECTINS: "Each student may at 3 grams of M&M candies
after weighing them on the balance scales. How
much does an 14&M weigh ? "*

Weight--Graha. nt Cracker snack

This activity is designed to provide an edble'experience for
both younger and older learners. Sipce one square of graham
ciackerweighs just over 6 g, an opportunity is provided for the
weigher to nibble a little of the cracker until it balances the 6 g
weight. S

MATERIALS: Balanc cales,.known g?am weights and graham
crackers

NUMBER OF PA1TI t IPANTS: Any number.

DIRECTIONS: "Each student is to eat exactly 6 grams of
graham cracker. This may be accomplished by
snipping or breaking from one cracker until the
amount remaining balances" a 6 g wei-ght.**

Weight

Even though as adults we are bound to the footipoundsf tern,
with our help students face no .such mental blinders. By
estimating and measuring they can be led to function as if the
metric system were the only measurement system in exislince.
The following activity is designed toericourage estithatiort of
weight. Whenever possible, estimations of the object should be
made prior ,to the actual weighing. There should be a noted
improvement between estimated weights and measured weights
as the teams move through several stations..

'MATERIALS: Metric scales and,objects to weigh.

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: Teams of three or four de-
pending on the, number of
weighing stations.

From Kurtz, V. Ray: Teaching Metric Awareness (St. Lciiis: The C. V. Mosby Co.,
1976).

"from Kurtz, V. Ray: Teaching Metric Awareness (St. Lois: The-C. V. Mosby Co.,
1976).

Yr
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DIRECTIONS: Place one object of unknown v,;;"eight 4t each of
several numbered weighing stationS;fi h
teani move from station to statir ecor -
ing their estimated weight befo e weighing and
recording the actual weight.

' 'Weight

OBJECTIVE: To match decimal equhialency with metric prefix.,

MATERIALS: Candy box and puzzle pieces prepared as shown
in accompa ying diagrams.

NUMBER OF .PARTICIPANTS: Individual student's.

DIRECTIONS: In the lid of a candy box, place the six metric
prefixes. The decimal puzzle pieces are matched
with the equivalent prefix and placed picture
side up so that a pic ure will be formed when all
pieces are coire in place. This is a challenge
to make but very rewarding for children to use.

milt' deka

deci centi hecto '

Candy box with puzzle
printed in -the lid.

.
.

0ixil 10 1.0(xT

0.1 0.01 1(X)

Bottom
sack side of picture, when
puzzle pieces are in placer'

Picture when puzzle pieces
are properly in place.



MeasurementNktivities

Weight ,

OBJECTIVE: To recognize metric weight terms.
I ,

MATERIALS: Copies of the metric maze.-
NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: Any ngmbei-.

DIRECTIONS: All jthe words,:lisied can be found in the 141e9fk
. ,

letters. The Words read forward, backward, up,
'down, and diagonally. Some words overlap and
some letters are used more than once. Circle
each wOrd you find in the diagram and cross it
off.your word List.

73

metric gram milligram
mass hettogram decigram scales
weight clekagram centigram

CENT I GRAMVXK
--11BNX FWE

BDZY JDLWXXJ L
OSMDQL VBMGHZ
J LKA I FXAEGES
MARGRZRYTJCB
LGR SOGKCRBTO
T A G V A Z I D I M O J
MSRKPRNCCFGL
ATENSALES-RV
SDQBZY J DN.DAG
SXRK I LO-RAMR

o , q (

might Metric Units

You should explain to your students that grams. arc used to
measure the weight of small objects and kilogra s are used to
measure the weight of larger object's. It takes a out 2 raisins to
weigh 1 gram and 5 medium apples weigh ut 1 kilogram.
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MATERIALS: Copies of this table.

NUMBER OF PARTICIPA/ITS: AnKnumber.

DIRECTIONS: What unit of metric weight would you use to
measure:

Unit

1."A nickel

2. A dollar bill

3. A man

4. A car

5. X.-4g ar M&M candy

ourself..

7. Flour in a cake recipe
..

8. A sack of candy

9. A package of Kool Aid f

10. A box of Cracker Jacks
r

ENRICHMENT ACTIVITY: Find the metric weight of the items
by any method you may choose
and-record the weight in the last
column.

Weight . . ,

.,'

OBJECTIVE: Stress extensive use of metrics in the everyday
world.'

MATERIALS: Copies of list, -.

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: Any number.
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DIRE TIONS: Take the following list to
record the net weight in
item.

1. Smallest can of pork and beans
2. Bag of marshmallows.
3. Smallest jar of olives ,

4. Largest package of spaghetti
5. Largest bag of dried beans
6. Small box of Total breakfast cereal
7. Can of Pet milk
8. Largest !Oaf of bread
9. Smallest jar of jelly

10. Milky Way candy bar

Weigh)

00EC 'IVEc To weigh 1 gram amounts.

the' grocery sto and
metric terms of each

MATERIALS: Balance scales, borrowd items such as, packing
pieces, paper-Clips, sheet of papef, etc.,

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS:. Any number,' depending on
availaty of equipment.

.

DIRECTION: See hoW mariy items you can find that weigh'
about 1 gram. Make a list of things that weigh 1
gram. You may need More than one °flan item to
weigh 1 graiii.

Weight
rt

OBJECTIVE: To arrange boxes in order according td weight.

-.44ATERIN.LS: Fodr numbereck boxes of similar size which
contain 5d0 g, 1 kg, 1.5 kg, and 2 kg.

NU BER O# PARTICIPANTS: Individdal or small groups.

DIRECTIONS: Place the boxes in order from lightest to
heaviest. Then eAimate fhe weight of each box
in grams or kilograms. Weigh each box to
d termine the closeness of your estimate.
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WeightPreparation of p anent weights

Permanent weights ,are-=.expens(ive and difficult to keep. The
following activity is used every year by one eighth grade teacher
to insure that each' student, has a set of permanent weights for
use throughout the school year. He reports that he has the,
learners permanently mark their initials on the weights so that
when one i found on the floor, the owner can be identified.

MATERIAL : Balahce scalestin° cans,4 tin snips or heavy
scissors, arid acculate weights of 1, 2, and 5
grams,. .

a

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: Any number of- students
working in pairs. A

DIRECTIONS: "Each team should ct,it from a tin can an amount
of metal a little heavier than the kno,34.4welght.r
Small amounts of material should be snipped
from the tin until die scales indicate that the
amounts are equal. In order to weigh up to 10
grams to the nearest gram, the set of Ivejghts
-needed would be one of 1 gram, two crf 2 grams,
and one of 5 grams. The numerical amount may
be scratched on the metal piece, or if number
punches are available, the number of grams may
be punched into the weight. During the process
of snipping, the sharp corner of the weights
should be trimmed. The weights 'are not con-
sidered dangerous if proper precautions are
given as to the sharpness of the metal edges.
Children enjoy the experience of- making the

. permanent weights: Vinyl floor tile may be used
...with younger children if the danger of beihafut

on the petal is considered to be too great.

*F4im Kurtz, V. Ray: ;Teaching Metric Awareness (St. Louis: The C. V. Mosby.fr.,
1,476). .

)
.
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The following activities are designed to be worked
with the assistance of a hand-held calculator. The
purpose of the activities is to demonstrate what
happens when, multiplying by the multip16s and sub-
multiples. of 10.

MATERIALS: Hand-iield calculators.

4 NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS:. AnYirtumber.

DIRECTIONS: Watch the display carefully after performing
each of the following operations:

1. Enter 3 g
Multiply by 10
Multiply by 10
Multiply by 0.1
Multiply by 0.1
Multiply by 100
Multiply by .01
What do you have remaining? (3 g)

2. Enter 3.333 g .

Multiply by 10
Multiply by 10
Multiply by 10
Multiply by, 10
Multiply by 0.1
What do yoU have remaining? (3303 g)

t

Weight Gram -o: rummy

This card game is designed to:provide reinforcement of the
metric units of weight. Each of the seven units kg, hg, dag, g,
dg, cg, and mgi's'uSed in the game. All irteed too be included in
order to `stress that the pattern of the prefixes is,simirar to the
pattep of place value and money.

MA ERIgikLS: Twenty-eight cards prepared with the following
designations:vkour with ,mg, four with dg, four
with g, four with dag, four with hg, four with kg,
and.four with cg.

.
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NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: Two or three (more may.play
if additional cards of each
unit are prepared).

"Deal 5 cards to each player. Place the remaining
cards face down in a reserve stack and turn the
top card over. This becomes the discard stack.
The player to the left.of-t,he deale.r begins by
either taking the top card in the.discard stack or
drawing a card, from the reserve stack. The
object of the game is to make a run of 5 cards in
consecutive order beginning.at any point..Each
player in turn, moving counterclockwise,
either draws a card from the reserve sfack or
takes. the top card from the, discard stack. He
discards a card from his hand' each time he
plays. The firstrfilayer to get a run, such as kg,
hg, dag, g, dg; or dag; g., dg, 4, mg, lays his
'cards- down and he is declared the winner.
(Children won't stop playing this game)"

DIRECTIONS:

4

Werght

OBJECTIVE: To state metric weight terms in a puzzle.

MATERIALS: Copies of the accompanying puzzle.

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: Any number,

DIRECTIONS: Complete t( he puzzle.

Across

1. A metric is4000
4: A nickel weighs approximately
5. The tar it cigarettes is measured in
7. Six milliliters of water would weigh
8. My mother weighs kilograms.

Dawn

grims.

2. A dollar411 weighs, gram.
5. Heavy objects are measurdcLin
5. SoMetimes'we use the term 'instead of we
6. The symbol for milligram i's

From Kurtz, V. Ray: Teaching Metric Awareness (St. Louis: The C., V. Mosby

1976).
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5 6

7 -

Weight

/1=1...

8

11,

Answer's:

Across
1. ton
4. five
5. milligral
7. six
8. sixty

Down
2. one

VI3. -,kilograms
5. mass
6. nig

. ,-. .-
Abstract activities such as the following should follow after

numerous concrete activities, have been corinpleted. After the
'Student has gained a feel for the gr#40, milligram, and kilogram,
he or she is ready to practice changiNfrom one weighty unit to
another. , . i 4'& ------4 k-

You will find that showing students the fdllowing chart will aid
in the conversions.

kg hg chg .g dg cg
, . .

In looking at the,chart you see that when moving from grams to,
you move three positi s (or decimal plates) to ?he

left. Therefore; in the first proble the 1000 g would change to 1
kg. Justfreverse the process When oving from a lifgei unit tc
Smaller, e.*., 2g kg ,wo d be 2000 g. .- ---

.
vs,MATERIALS: Copi of t foil wing- problems.

N UMBER OF'P TI,CIPANTS: Any number.

D IRECTIONS: Changeuniis a direr. ed.

vj
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1. 1000g = kg 11. 3.9g = mg
2. 1000 mg = g 12. 4.23 g " .7- mg
3. 1342 mg = g 13. 200.7 mg
4. 1.34 kg =' g 14. 70.63 mg g
'5. 0.7 kg = g

6.17

15. 239.6 g 7/ mg
6. 17 kg = g

47.4

16.43422.96 g - kg
7.° 34 000 mg= g 17. 272-g = mg
8. 7 kg = g 18.5723 mg =

9. 3400 g kg 19. 0:027 kg =

'11). 29 g 20. 0.001 kgmg-

Answers:
'1. 1 kg

2. 1 g
1,3r 1.342 g

4. 1340 g
5. 70b g
6..`17.000 g

7. 34.g ,

8: 7000 g
3.4 kg

1°0. 29 000 mg

11. 3900 mg,
12.' 4230 7-
13. 0.2007 g
14. 0.070 63 g
1239%00 mg .
16. 3.422 96 kg
17. 272.000 mg
18. 0.723 g
19. 27 g
20. 1 g
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10 m, x 20m'= 200 m'

It is not uncommon for adults to be confused between square.
iiinits and cubic ,units. This confusion exists for two reasons.
First, many times measurement activities are not stressed, as
much. as compOtation-type problems.,There is reason to believe
that geometry pages are among the most frequently skipped
pages in mathematics books. Teachers spmetimes feel that there
just isn't time for eyerything and therefore something must go..
May tires measurement goes.

A second reason for the confusion between square and cubic
units is that we rely almost completely on the printed page to

. - teach areaand volume.The two-dimensional page does not adapt.
wens) three=dintensional shapes. This confusion becomes quite
obVious when,a learner says, "Now let's see, do you medsoreThe
area.of thi4 surface in square centimeters of cubic centimetets?"
Anyone, young o'r. old, 'taking rsuch a staternenr needs-concrete -
experiences 'with area and volume. Cuisenaire rods or similar,
rods ar;a..; excellent place to start.

The most commonly used metric units of area are as follows: _

,
Unit .. Symbol

Square centimeter cm2

-, Square meter m2
N

Are (pronounced air) a, ..,

Hetare
.

, -lia .

int
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_1=

. .
.:The hectar is a. unitrofland measure ent equal to 100 ares.grhe

.

are is
. e

'equal, to a squareFlekreter. To enionstrAe the size of an
are, a square ten large steps on each side may be paced off.. A
heCtare would be equal to 100Xes. This will give learners an idea
of the la}ge size of a hectare. ,

Area'
"

OBJECTIVE: Togain a'feel,for the size of a square 'centimeter.

MATERIALS: Cuisenairerods or other metric:sized cubes and
rods;

.NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS; Any rirnuber. ,

DIRECTIONS: Take a white' rod r.:4PA.,:cirid press one
side against ypur paiO;Pg,k...*elod.and you
.find an imprint of a;.*:ti4r6Saiftimeter. How
many sqUarccentimit'terx are shying (surfac
aree),An a white rod?' (.6"Cm2,).''.;:,

:

Area

,., . .Wha't is the sarface area of a red. rod; (10 crd2)ir
What is the, surface area of a lightV;eeti rod?' '

..,
(14 cm2). .

. ...i,:9. '' ...

What is the surfaCe ared.T-Of twci yellow-rods
placecaing sides together? (34 gin2)

kv .

.1 During the past'de-cade, geobb eds. haveitecome very popular
for reducing difficUlt.abstract ge etric con_ to the concrete
level. The ar.0 ancl',perirOter o a geOMetric shape can be
deterrnined,Witlkqii.-the use of-'a formula. ConCrete geohoards ''

activities Are excellent for: .developrrieraiiagtiy,ities in in-
, trodu.Qing the contePts Qf area"and,volume.e.b,iggest prOblem -

is that 'virtually none of-the geoboards_in clasSociins is metric. .r

-., The geoboard. described in this activity is readiisr-cOnstructed '
.:', from the Materials listed-...,',..:: . - ,' '

MATERIALt': Ceiling filet common pins, and string'.

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: Any, number.

7. ; '''
4
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DItECTIGAS: Prepare a metric geoboard in the following
manner. Draw a 1 c.rri grid on the finished side of
a ceiling We or lay 4 .sheet of centimeter grid
paper oliV ile Place a comMonpin attach line

' interseOtIon..Vy finished, you willhave Spin
. in each .Aefer h square centimeter. After

' finishing- the teoboard, use string, or a rubber
band to place around the pins making a triangle,
a square, a rectangle, and a trapezOid.

Areii
. ,

The first, experiences for learners in fourth and fifth grades
should involVe using gridpaper or a gilid transparency. The use .
of forn-thlas should riot be used initiailyThis activity is designed
to use...a grid transparency in the dete'rmination of the area of an
object. The transpareky maybe madehy running a'sheet of 1 cm
grid paper and a blank transparency through a Therrnofax'
machine. The objet tO he measured should be rectangles or
squaegs that contain a whole number of square centimeters.
Some students may, discover that the area of a square or-
rectangle may be determined without counting all the square
centimeters. This activity may be used to lead directly into the
use of thg area formula.

MATERIALS: One centinie-rcT-grid transparency and'one sheet
of square and one of rectangular shape.

NUMBER OF. PARTICIF,ANTS:. Any number.

DIRECTIONS: ,Place the grid over the shape !Abe measured. _

Count the square centimeters Sr ntained in the
arefoof the shape. Check your answer, with a
neighbor. If you do rftit agree, count the. square

,centimeters again:-
P

'.Area
,

This area activity is designed to follow the preceding exercise.
This time the learner-will be measuring shapes that do not fit
?vehly wider; the grid. A sheet of right triangles, circles(' and
uneven shapes will be Measured. The student must estimate.the

-'04a,rtial square centimeters when counting the total. f:ie or she
-may discover that the area of a right triangle is one-half the area
o a square. or rectangle of the same dimensions.

;
MATERIALS: Centimeter grid transparencies and 'sheets of

rit'triangles, circles;and unev4\rA,, shapes..

C.
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NUMBER-OF TICIPANTS: Any number.

DIRECTIONS: . the grid on the shape to be measured. First
count the number of whole square centimeters
under the grid: Then estimate the partial square
centimeters .' under the grid. Add theSe two

:numbers together. This should approximate the
area thesha ffe. Check your answer with a
frien4

j" Area
.

(,1
,

t

OBJECTIVE: To measure foot are

,.,.. , , ,, f

MATERIALS: Grid paper

NUMBER OF PARTICiPANTS; Any number.

DIRECTIONS: Using centimeter grid paper, trace around your
feet.with shoes removed. Count the number of
squaie centimeters within the bciundary of the
outline of your feet. First add the Whole squares,

- then estimate the partial squares. After ad4irrg
together the aredof each foOt, check with your
classmates tO.see who his the greatest foot area.

ENRICHMENT ACTIVITY: Determine the weight on each
square: centimeter of your two
feet. Again check with your
classmateto see whohas the most
pressure in kilograms or grams per
square centimeter. Ask the person

.1 who'has theimost presstire if he or
she' has sore feet.

Areas

OBJECTIVE: To measure the area of your hand in square centit.
meters.

MATERIALS: Grid paper.

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: Any number.

DIRECTIONS: Using centimeter grid paper, trace around your
hand plated palm'down with fingers t ndthumb
together.;;Courtt the number of ,;square cen-
timeters 'encompassed in 3.il-te outlinCof the
hand.- Stop countinzAtthe line where the
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bends. Which has the greatest areayour foot,
as measu'red in the preceding'activity, oyour
hand? After checking witiCiends, could you
predict the area of one if you knew the area of
the other?

N"'
Area

The geoboard described earljer' ;(m de with ceiling tile and
common pins) is easily constructed b not as durable as The one
described here. This geoboird is c tistructed from scrap wood
and nails. A piece of ood at aft 10 cm square will make an -
excellent geoboard an sky be readily available from the scrap'
bin at"lumber yards. ur penny finish nails are spaced 2 cm
apart. The grid should e drawn in with a ball point pen because
of the 2 ail spacing of he nails:cAfter preparing a few of these
geobodrds4, try the foll wing activities.

MATERIALS: Geoboards as described.

.NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: Any number depending on
P geoboards available.

DIRECTIONS: 1. Construct a triangle of 2 cmi;%4, cm2, 4 cm2
and 6 cm2

2. Construct 'a square with an aret of 4 cm2
3. Construct a rectangle.withan'area'of 8 cm2
4. What is the area of a right triangle with abase

of 2 cm and height of 4 cm? What happens to
the area if you 'double the base to 4 cm and
keep the height at 4 cm? What happen' s'if you
double. both the base and height?

5 Construct a square that contains, 8 cm2. (It
can be done.)

Area

OBJECTIVE: To gain a feel for the size of an are and a hectare.
' t

MATERIALS::,, Meterstick or tape measure.

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: A team of four members.

DIRECTIONS: Measure a square that is .fib meters or 1
dekameter on each side. You may do this in your
classroom if it is large enough. If it is not large'

, enough; tmeas.ure the square in the cafeteria,
gymnasium or school ground. Imagine the size
of 100 ares or.a hectare.
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ENRICHMENT ACTIVITY: Measure the school ground in hec-
tares. Challenge another team or
another class to measure the
school ground. Compa your
answer with theirs.

Area (Advanced)

OBJECTIVE: To state the area of various - shaped triangles
when the base and height.remain constant.

MATERIALS: Geoboards or grid paper.

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: Any number.

DIRECTIONS: 1. Use your geoboard and make a right triangle
with a base of 4 crItand height of 2 cm:What
is7,the area of this triangle? (Answer: 4 cm2)

2. Again use your geoboard -and.construct an
isosceles triangle with, base of 4 cm and a
height of 2 cm. What is the are, this P
triangle? (Answer: 4 cm2)

3. Construct another triangle of different
shape with the same base and the same
height. What is 'die' area of this triangle?,
(Answer: -4 cm2) What generalization urn" you
make abmit the area 'of triangles of different "s
shapekif the base'and height remain the same
values? (Answer: Area will remain the same...)

.

- Are (4dvanced)
ll

ik The following activity. y be worked us, the
hand-held Oalculator, roblems ace not difficult,
but the calculator will' provide,some aged incentive to
working them. If you do not have enough caltulators

for total- class participat'iort,47tiqrnay want to have'
learning center or interestWiier where 'these and ;
similar problems, can be worked by, students on an
independent basis.

ATERIALS: Hand-held calculators.
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NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: Depends on availability of
hand-held calculators:-

DIRECTIONS: Using a hand-held calculator:

1. Find the surface area of a rectangular solid
that is 12 cm by 24 cm by 29 cm. (Answer:
2664 cm2)

2. Find the surface area of a rectangular solid
that is 15 cm by 30'csn by 48 cm. (Answer:
5220 cm2)

Area (Advanced)

Q. .,

OBJECTIVE: To state the area of varjlops-shaped rectangles or
squares When the pertinereltremaThs the same.

4,.
MATERIALS: Geoboards or grid paper.

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: Any number.

DIRECTIONS: If you were given 36 meters of fencing to
1 , enclose a garden in the shape of a rectangle Qr a

square, whatishape would you make the gdrden
so as to have the greatest area? Does the area
vary as the shape of the garden varies? What
shape ould you make the garden if you wanted
th ast area? Remember, you are to use all the
fe ng in making the garden, No dimension,

, should be less than 1 meter. (Answer: Galenjof
,-- largest area would be square0 rn by, 9 ,ft.'The

,, garden of least area would be 1 m by 17 m.) ,

Area (Advancedl'
a

?ti

OBJECTIVE: To compute the,number of hectares when dimen-
sions are given.

MATERIALS: following table.

,NAMI3ER OF PARTICIPANTS: Any ntuber:

bIRECTIONS: Comptlfe thg nurnber.oAectareS in each field
the following table:
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Field Dimensions Area in Hectares

1 100,m x 100 m

2 50 9 x 500 m
A

,3 20 mx8t9 m

4
- ,

1 km x 500 m

1km x 300 m

1.'1 ha

2. 2.5 ha

3. 0.16 ha

4. 50 ha

5. 39 ha

a

0 1"

5



VOLUMECAPACITY

In the middle 1700s English schoolchildren were taught to
memorize the following gnits:

Two mouth fuls are a jitter; two jiggers are a jack; twctjacks are
a gill; two gills are a cup; two iups are a pint; two .ints are a
quart; two quarts are a pottle; two potties are Ion, two
gallons are a pail; two pails are peck; two pecks re a bushel;
tWo bushels are a strike; two strikes are a coomb; two coombs
are a cask; two casks'are a barrel; two barrels are a hogshead;
two hogsgeads are a pipe; two pipes are a tunand there my
story .is done!

How would you like that system of measurement?

Measurement Actitlities, .4 89

lo

Volume.Capacity

The difference between th erms volume and capacity is slight.
Some ducators advocate not istinguishing between the terms.
Even t it may not be sary for young learriers:to
distinguis t is necessary that teachers know the difference.

The foil wing container shows the difference:

) ,

The amount of
space inside is
volume.

The amount it
will hold'is
capacity.

Cubic centimeters usually indicate the volute of solids or ,the size
of a prOduct. Liters and milliliters are normally used when
measuring liquid or the capacity of a Contalrler to hold liquids. A

. milk carton may have a volume of 1000 cm3 but a gapacity'to hold
L ,of milk,"
As 'stated earlier, both yOung and old learners have dif

conceptualizing the relationships blvyterv:rolume, capac t3t-4
weight. These relationships are sbarf in the following table:

a.

V.
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Volume

1 cm3

t 1 dm3

1 m3

Capacity Weight (water only).

1 mL

I L

1 kL

g

1000, g

metric ton

From the.table you can see that a container with a volume of 1
cm3 has a capacity of I mL of water. This amount of water will
weigh I g. The three volumes listed, cm3, dm3, and m3, should be
used in readiness activities for volume and capacity. The white
Cuiseriaire rod may be used, to model a oubic centimeter. The
paper centimeter cube-describecras an activity in this section may
be constructed. Cubic decimeters are readily available from
commercial supply, uses or can be made from one-half g lion
milk cartons as de cribed in a later activity. fOri'4,teucti the
cubic meter presents a somewhat more diffictalt situati n. It is
recommended that each ;school 'purchase a' cubic ete for
classroom use, If this is impossible,. to7elve _meterst cks can e

taped together to form a cubic meter. Since all internatio
trading of grain is donel.n metric'Ions, relating the cubic meter to
the metric ton of water is a highly desirable activity..

Even thou capacity is aefined by volume, the concept Of
capacity should be taught earlier than the concept of 'volume.
You may use activities that stress the'Vasic unit of capacity, the .
liter, as early as second grade. You should make sure, that your
learners understand the concept of capacity, 'however, before
leaching the liters If they do not understand this Concept, you
should first use activities involving Anstandard measurement f
many of which are provided in this book. -,

Capacity

'Young learners who are just conceptializing the capacity of.a
milliliter and a liter need to experience these measures in
situations that ai7e--common in their live*This activity is

, designed to 'provide thk experience. Sorhe stiff drink companies
were early in marketing a liter bottle. This bottle proyides the
vehicle to use in this activity..Sin,ce many students have Not.
equated the number of milliliters in a liter, ask them to determine
this quantity: Any graduated container markectin milliliters r91ay

be used. 'This activity may be, follOwed measuring the
milliliters oda in normal-size4.:containersdispenSed by coin;

operated m nes.
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MATERIALS: Seveial different soft drink'bottles including a
liter bottle and a graduated,cylinder.. ,

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS; Tams' of three or four
!pit) s.

N, -';DIRECTIONS: Fill a one-liter soda tle ith water. Measure
in milliliters the capacity of the.bottle by pouring
the water into a -graduated containe'r. After
completing this activity, calculate the milliliters
in common-sized soda containers. Ask learners
how many milliliter§ of soda or wa-ter they can
drink.

Capacity

9The day before you plan to Make liter containers-you will want
to ask each student to bring a one-half gallon milk carton to
school the next day. If the container is prepared in the following
manner, it will hold very close to 1 liter of water or whatever
liquidyou niay Avant to put in it.

.; .

MATERIALS:' One-half gallon milk Cartons, X-acto knife or
. " scissors, and a centimeter ruler.

AMBER OFjPARTICIPANTSAny number.
DIRECTIONS: Measure 10.5 cm from the, bOttom of t e milk

container ,and mark a line around the carton:'
Carefully follow the line andcut the carton until
the top portion of the container is free. The
bottom part -of the container will measure
approximately 9.5 cm wide, 9.5

preciselfthe 10
m deep and 10.5

c high. Even though this is nd
cm3 h by definition will hold a liter, it is very-
close. Ask dent to 1) his or her

. liter container and 2) fill the con iner with
Water and pour it into a friencli6tontainer to see
if they hold the same amount.

4.
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Your students thust;feer metric before fhey 'can "thinq.,
snetric. The metric language used in class should constantly be-
applicable to realsitilations existing, in.the lives of the learners.
The milliliter Aiidlite; ire fhe.units most often lised:in measuring
capacity. Soft drinkS and Medicines are measured in milliliters,
while oil and gasoline are measured in liters. ,

MATERIALS: Exercise as listed.

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: Any number.

DIRECTIONS: Which unit of capacity, the milliliter or liter,
would you use to measure the following:

1. Can of juice 5. Cough syrup

2. Gasoline lank of car 6. Milk

3. Fishbowl 7. Water jug

4. Bathtub 8. Coffeepot

Cavity

This activity is designed for use in helping children gain an
understanding of capacity. The element of team competition is
included to provide added interest. The winning tram should
receive a certificate listing their names which.shouldbe placed in
the classroom display area. :

MATERIALS: Ten .containers such as coffee cans, fruit cans,
juice cans, jars, and bottles.,1

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: Participating teams of five
members each and one team ,

of three judges.

DIRECTIONS: Identify each aintainer with a number Ask each
team to arrange the containers in order from
smallest to largest by estimation. Instruct the
group f judges to carefully measure each'

.conta er to determine the capacity in
milli ers. The wihning team will be designated
a uch, A losing team may chal n e a meas-

rement and check it themselves.



.

Capacity

r J.

.-oFIJECTIVE.:. To measure illiliters te'amount of milk in 4
school-Oze ilk ,.-...ton.

'5111'tMATERIA -gvlilk.tartoffs, graduattd cylinder an.1,-watei:

'blbs/113E IZTIC NVS: Arty u nibe r..
al

DIRECTION! Measurethe milliliters, of milk at yOn Clrank
for lunth. Do so by filling.an empty, arton with
water to the same level that,it was filled wit
mi. Then pour the water into a gradua
cylinder-to determine the

the-
ers

in the milk carton. If the- car,ton s t the
capacity in milliliters, verify this mea ment

-; with your cperiment.
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Capacity
- --.r:A.,:o.:,, ( ----) -.

Even though car owners commonly-azive_up to gas statio
and say, "Fill it up," or "Give me 10 gallons," many times t eare
unaware o e actual ount of gas purchased because th tank .

i hidden uncle the ender or trunk. The following activi is
d signed to pre the student, for the day when gasoline is
purchased by the lite carry it out a rather - ;large container
such as a tub, barrel, etc., is needed. Two or more smaller
containers may be used.

A

MATERIALS: One or more containers that will hold 50 liters of-
, water and a liter container.

ArMBER OF P.QTICIPANTS: A team of four or five student:

DIRECTIONS: Measure 50 liters of water and pour it in one or .
A more containers. Could this conkespond to the

amount of gasoline purchased fr yoUr family
''',,r automobile?

Capacity

Abstract activities such as the.followingshonfd betiven
completing numerous concrete' activities. When the stuiterit-has
gained a feel for the liter and milliliter; he or she should practice
changing from one capacity unit to another.

MATERIALS: Copies,of the following problems.

4.)-)
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' .. NUMBER' OF PARTICIPANTS: Any number.
,

.

DIRECT/IQN*Changp units as directed.

METRICS-fOk&EMLNITARY AND MIDDLE SCHOOLS

1.2

1..3 L' = mL 8. 0.007 L'-= mL

2. 3.4L mL 9. 0.146 L= mL

3. 4.7 L = smL 10. 1.342 L= otiL

4. 0.14. L = mL 11: 0.93 mL-= ' L
300 mL = L 12. 0.72 rrri=

4
L

6. 3342 mLI - L 13. 0.723 L= mL

7. 34.96 mL= __t L - 14. 300 1.." = mL

; Answers:

1. 3000 mL.

2. 3400 mL

3.,15-100 mL

4. 140 mL.
5'. 0.3L
6. 3.042 L

''. 0.034'96 L

8. 7 mi..

9. 146 mL

10. 1342 niL °

11.-01300 L

12.,0.000 72 L

c,13. 723 mL

14. 300 000 mL

CapacityBlow a liter 6[:.lzrt air
t , .

This is an advanced activity forolder. learners. If the directions
are given, clearly, the activity can be accomplished by fifth
graders and older students. As reacher, you will want to become
thoroughly familiar with the activity before presenting it to the
class. As you give directions, you should move through the class
so that diffiCulties can be spotted and help can be given. Only
newsprint will work well in this activity.

MATERIALS: Sets of newsprint that form a square 40 cm on
h lade.

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: Entire

1
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I

,
A -

DIRECTIONS: "1. Fold the Osp4r from corner to corner:as in
Diagram -1. .

02. Fold the sides in to form a triangle as shown
in Diagram 2. °

3. Fold points E and 13`down to.point A. Turn it
over and fold C and .D down to point A. Keep
point A pointing'downward in Diagram 3.

4. C9rpers H and I are riow double,and A is
loose. Fold H and F to meet jet the center.
Turn it over and do the sam e iners

7 on the back,, Diagram 4.
5. Fold the looser etrds out to ,form `th gram, k5.

Turn Over and do the, same on th. back,
6. Fold And K.over to the middle to form right

triangles. Turn i % over and do the same for ,

the back,'Diagram 6.
7. Tuck the small right tr4angles made in

ri number-6 into the pockets along LM and LN.
Do not tuck therri under. LM and LN. Turn
the model over and do the same on the back.

8. Open ,;the hole at G slightly with a pencil
poinif'Blow hard into this hole, formingand

.creasing the cube as you blow. The finished
cube wilt be 10 centimeters onaside-andwill
hold 1 liter of air.":

*Froth Kurtz, Tradling,Metric AwarenesSt. Louis: The C. V. Mos
1976).
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151uTe:CapacityWord Hunt

OBJECTIVE: TO idttify metric volu e words:

,MATERIALS:-News15'apers,, magazines,. .-fbod
44 4

wrappers. gt ,

.UMBER Of PAWTICIPANTB: Any lurnter.

DIRECTIONS: 'Challenge ,t1-4.cliass' to a word hunt.,bytelling
. them that the,...pe,rson (or team) to fin,c the, most

metric 371scIS expreping,,,volume.pr caPaCity,will
:"be ti,Warclvd a. certificae.The hunt will -be for the

following& words and, symbols: liter; 'milliliter,
t '1'63 , and m3. The logical places, to look forthese
wards would I* in'newspapeS, Magazineseand
on food cgniaimers ancr4ra rer5'. N70 fooC1s.
gnly theternptY containers ay be Iloi.ight to

oy

1

s eh 0 ol 7'4'

t
.:,VbluTe-CaOacity-5cctrvettger Hunt '

'OBJECTIVE;` T9, provide experiences selecting -metric volum
and capacity. 7

MATERIALS? Various items as 'suggested) -

-NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: Anynt.iin bei-. .z!'"..."
,,:-

DIRECTIONS: Go and 'find The followihg,items: '-' -iA ....1. T.i
...,,, c ?

.-
, 1.:*.Sornething` that' holds irbre thAtya'qiiiem oY:'

- ' litquid, ' .. . = . :":`.,: . ..36 ,T

..-2.5,.ornethin tigro7Itai
i

a`-voldrneof.-10-ss,
'.thari. 20 crn3.`, r"i : '. .. . s! -.! l''', r :(''''

3. Something that holds exactly t fiiters:'

4. Exactly limUbf water. ..- -' .
",..,

'5.' '-' (Ood ',container with con4tn,ts given .in I.,
milliliters; ', :' ° '' , ., °>

OBJECTIVE: ,,To construci a cubic centimeter. 'a
. 1 , .

*TER1I. °I.111; 'ALS:. 1.1 er cement,papei and scissors.
_

.4
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NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: Any number.

DIRECTIONS: Ow the accompanying pattern. Be sure that
each side is 1 cm in length. After cutting out the
pattern, fold to form a cube. The4tabs are fc,Ided
so 'they can be glued to the outside of the
adjoining sides. Place rubber cement on the tabs
before putting them in place. The cube will have
a capacity of 1 mL. If filled with water it would
weigh 1 g. u,may want to try the following
related ac s.

' .

ti

1. If youti cube is mAie very carefully, it'will
hold water. You may need to dab a little
rubber cement on the corners to make it
watertightA Weigh the cube full of water to
see if it weighs close to 1 g. Don't forget to
subtract the weight of the paper cube.

2. Add another side to enclose the cube.

3. Make a cubic decimeter with an open top and
asl our friends' to help you fill it with cubic
ce 'meters. How many will it hold?

,

i

Capacity

OBJECTIVE: To state4metric terms of capacit in a puzzle.

MATERIALS: Copies of the accompanying puzzle.

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: Any number.

9r,
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DIRECTIONS: amplete'the puzzle.

Across'

1. There are one, mlf in a L.
3. The basic units of capacity are
6. A is .001 of a liter.

Down

2. Medicines and are bought' by the

'3. are measured by capacity.
4. The symbol for milliliter is
5. We will buy cartons of by the liter.

3 III

4

I

Answers:

Across*

\1. thousand
'liters

6. milliliter

Dav%;n

2 drugs
liquids

4. mL
5.- milk
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Volume-CapacityWeight (Advanced ActivitS

The .relationship between volume, capacity and weight is
diffiCult for young and old alike tl"grasp. The following activity
will Present iA a concrete way the concept that one cubic
centimeter will hold one milliliter of water ana will weigh one
gram!

MATERIALS: Finely calibrated graduated cylinder, clay, paper
cup, water, and balance scale.

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: Teams of thoree students.

DIRECTIONS: Using tightly packed clay, form centim \ter .

cubes. Drop these cubes in a graduated cylinder
containing 50 mL of water. An example of the
concept of displacement, these cubes will dis-

t place '1 mL of water when dropped' into the
cylinder. The rise in water level can be observed .

for each cube dropped into the water. After it is
shown' that 1 gm3 of clay raises the level 1 mL,
the final phase of weighing 5 mf... or more of
water may take place. Weigh a paper"cup before
addinethe hater. The weight in gi'aris of the
cup and water minus the weight of the cuv w
equal the number of milliliters of water d
placed by the cubes of

50 m
/

I cm 01 clay "

Volume. Capacity, and*Weight
Relationships 'of Metrics

1

You will recall that meters, liters, and grams are all related.
Following are the important relationships.

a. One cubic centimeter of Water is equivatet to 1 milliliter
of water and has a weight Of 1 gram.
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J

-b. One, Cubic decimeter of water is equivalent 'to liter of
water and has a weight of.1,kilogram.

c. One Cubic meter of water is equivalent to 1 kiloliter of
water and has a weiglit of 1 metric ton.

OBJECTIVE: To demonstrate the relationships been metric
terms of volume, capacity and weiglIFF.

MATERIALS: Copies of table.

NUMBER OF. PARTICIPANTS: Any number.

DIRECTIONS: Use the facts given td complete the table.
.411-

ri ,

,

Volume .,
..1

1 cm3 I 'dm3 . 2 m3

Cafa .

,

1 iriL 5I, ,
.

Weight water) 1 g . 75 k. 6.5 g,

CIIMENT ACTIVITY: Bill has an aqttariurri that is 0.8 m
x.0.3 m..x 0.4 m

1. What is the .volume of the
aquarium in cubic centi-
meters ?.

Answers:

1.

2., What would be the weight of
the water in kilograms if the
aquarium were filled?

Volume , 1 cm3 1 cfm3 /1 dm3 75 cm3 6.5 cm3,2 m3 ,

Capakity .

..

, 1 mL 1 L 10 5 L 75 m: 6,8, mL
,

J. kL.-

Weight ,,

(water)
1 g 1000 g 5000 g ,75 g 6.5 g 2 metric

1 tons

1.96 0,00 crin3
2, 96 kg

L.)
41.



Volume (Ad anced) /-

MATE

NUM

TIONS: Find the volumewf a-tphere, that has a radius of
30 cm. The formula is: V = 413 Trr:'. Use'3.4414

. (Answer: 113 097.59 cmi)

Measurement Activities 101

Students are encouraged. to use the hand-held
Olculator in computing the volume of the following
sphere. This problem provides experience in using the
,decimal equivalent of the fraCtion 4/3. Students
/should 'be reminded that4h.e. final answer wiPonly be
an approximatiort (even though a very close one).

IALS: Hants -held calculator,

ER OF PARTICIPANTS: Any number.

I

I

tr
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TEMPERATURE WATER BOILS I (iW-

EXTREMELY 116T 400-

BoDy TEMPERATURE 37-
BEA° I WEATHER 25"-
CONIFORTABLEACX)K1 22°-

WATB FREEZES

COL) -6°7-
VE Y COLD

BITI'ER COLD -30"-
-10"-

-273"-

00

r
Even though the SI basic unit of temperature is the kelvin degree,. /

the Celsius vale is used extensively in countries that use the
metric system of measurement. The kelvin kale .is oftentimes
used, in,pcientific work; whilethe Celsius scale:is used in practical
every situations. As mentioned previoUsly7 the centigrade
scale is identical to Celsius. The latter is named after Anders
Celsius who is reported to be the first person,, to use a
thermometer with 100 degrees be)x,Aeen freezing and boiling
wa . All 'three scales kelvin, Celsius, and centigrade have
id; cal units, i.e., a one ree change in temperature on one

valent to a one deg e_change on the other scale. The
k in thermometer has an absblute zero, at which temperature,
molecular and atomic motion stop. .

The changeover frOm thinking in degrees Fahrenheit to
degrees Celsius is not accomplished overnight. Learners of the
new system need many experiences which require the use of
Celsius thermometers. Textbook metrics used in the past will
not give th6 student a feel fo metric temperatures. The
following broad guidelines will he n conceptualizing these
temperatures:

-tingling tens

temperate twenties

thirsty thirties
flaning forties (

As you 'teach the Celsius scale, you will soon learn that
negative ternpetatures occur more often than with the
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Fahrenheit 'scale. On many winter days when the temperatur
dips to 30°F, 20°F, or 10°F, the corresponding Celsius
temperatures Auld be negative readings. Consequeintly, young
students will need 'earlier. experiences with the set of integers
than in' the past.

The folloWing'activities are designed to develop in the learner
the ability to "think Celsius. " /

/(_.

Temperature Diagnosis

The following questions may be used as a pre-test or post-test
to the temperature unit. Sttidents should be able to answer four
out of six questions correctly after completing a temperature
unit..

MATERIALS: Questions as stated.

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: Aty number.

DIRECTIONS: Answer the, followling questions:

'/

Answers:
1. yes
2. jacket
3. yes

.Temperature

If the therMOmeter in your house reads 2A
in the 'winter, will you be comfortable?

2. If the thermometer reads 5°e; will you need a
short-sleeved shirt or a jacket?

_ 3. If ,the thermometer reads 25°C, would it be
pleasant on the beach?

4. If your bathwater measures 20°C, will you .
have a hot, warm, or chilly bath?

5. If' the temperature reaches 35°C tomorrow
will it be cool, warm, or hot?

6. Will the snow melt if it is 10°C?
,,

4.
5. hot
6. yes

b.

4
1*

OBJECTIVE: To provide learners with the opportunity of.
reading' a Celsius thermometer..

MATERIALS: Page of duplicated thermometers.

u t,
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NUMBER OF PARTICVA4S: Any number.

DIRECTIONS: Read the temAratures as recorded on the
following thermometers:

J
oc

temperature

A "feer for metric temperatores in degrees,Ceinius)s not y

attained easily. To gaik ,this competency, students A clnit
many encountetEwitl-Ltsmperature, both physical and in dais
discussions. The following tem'perature recordint exercise is one
of such preliminary activities that must be planned and carrred
out. The thermometer needed for this activity is readily available
at most hardware stores. If it has both Fahrenheit and Celsius
scales, the Fahrenheit scale may be brotked out with tape. School

'supply houses have inexpensive Celsius thermometers.
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ATERIALS: Celsius thermometers and the accompanyi9g;
chart.

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: Teams of two.

DIRECTIONS: Use the following chart to record the
temperatuKe each day at 9:00 A.M. Anotheiteam

ci should use.a different copy of the chart to record
... the temperature at 12 noon. A third team should

use an seven different chart to recotd the
temperature at 3 P.M.

Day
. Oupide

Temperaltir e tn °C
0

.,

Day
Outside

Temperature in °C

Monday /
' MOnday

A

\.
Tuesday , esday

Wednesday i. dnescIty

Thursday, Th sday .

Friday . FriCla

At the encof each week.m ke a line graph of the temperature.
Solid,-colored, or dotted lin may used.

Temperature

OBJECTIVE: To become famil r with metriAemperatu'res.
MATERIALS: Ma azines, scissors, gibe and, paper.

- 6
IIUMBER P RaTICIPANTS: Any number.

DIRECTIONS. After discussing n .degrees Cels us the outside*
ternpqrature, inside tem erature; ice
tempokature, body temperatur d water boil-
ing temperature, children should be instructed
to Cut pictures from magazines and glue them
on sheets of paper. Realistic temperature in
degrees Celsius should 'be recorded under the
pictures. ,Summer pictures will have q,
temperattges of 25°C to 35°C. Winter pictures
will have temperatures of minus 20°C to 5°C.
Spring and fall, temperat es will. range from-
1.0°C to 25°C.

u3
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Temperature

The follOwing'activity is designed to provide khe learner with
an opportunity to practice using temperature in degrees Cek'iu.
This 'aCiiiity Should take place independent.of the Fahrenheit
scale. Theo ectivie is o thinit. in degrees Celsids, not degrees
FAhrenheit. canna be.accomplished by constantly referring
to Fahrenheit readin s and comparing them with Celsius.

MATERI 8: AccOmpany'pl g thermometer Nna d list of ques-
tions:

NUMBE C* PARTICIPANTS: Any number'.

.N
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DIRECTIONS: Use the accompanying tb.ermo' mgter' to answer
the following questions:

,^ How many degrees bet een- the,
freezing and boiling poin of water?

2 If your 604 temperature were 39°C,,
you would have how many degrees of
fever?

3 The temperature was '50°C and
dropped 35°. What was the rIsulting
temperature?

4 The temperature was 13°C and then
, gaihed 15°. What ;was the resulting_

temperature? .

22°C.20_
. A

Wate'e freeze0 at 0°C. .

Temperature

OBJECTIVE: srate metric terms for temperature in a puzzle.

MATERIALS:, Copies of the accompanyingNwle.

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANT'S: Any number.

W.1
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`- .
,

,,

DIREcTIQKS: Complete the
."--

Across

2.-We measure
3. Thirty-seven

temi?,erature.
6. The at

`7. "the poi

- 'Down

mp
degr

hic
"of

rature in _
es Celsius is

4

snow melts is 0°C.
ater is 0°C. .)

We rneasu,re temp rature with a
. 4: The1-1____ point., Water is 100°c.: .

5. 13elow:0 ona therrnomeitr,:thentrnibers are
I .

erswers:

' Across
Q<'2. degrees

body
6.. point
7t, freezing

Ddwn
1 thermometer

oiling
negative

-1
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I
TemperatureMaking Ice Cream

This activity 'I'S excelaint as a culminating event at the enci)of
the metric unit. At least a forty to fifty minute period should be
planned which will include some c an-up time which be
helpful to'the teacher.

..Among the materials listed are,30 mL test'ttibes whick must be
new so di* tklere is go chance of chemical residue. Tie cost of
new test tubes is not great, especially if you consider that they
can be used over and over in the ice cream-making activity in
future years. Thermometers are As* inQluded among the mate-
rials: Cheap Celsius thermometers with plastic backs.(costing ap-
proximately fifty cents each) are excellent. Hopefully you will
have access to-Several of these during the activity. As teachers,
you must have a thefinometer to use as you go from studentlo
student. The fact that the temperature of the solution goes
below the 'freezing point of water will certainly prompt some
questions by inquisitive learners. Yoti might wish to lead a
discussiCM of the use of salt on roads to thaw the ice.

MATERIALS: 30 mL test tubes, Celsius thermometers,
styrofoam cups, coffee stirrers, crushed ice,
thawing salt, water, milk,.vanilla, and sugar.

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: Entire class.

4

Coffee stirrer

Styrofoam cup

1 1l ,1)
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DIRECTIONS: Ingredients: 450 mL of milk, 1 mL of vanilll
45 g of sugar

Prepare the freezing container and ice-salt
Mixture as follows: Fill a styrofoam cup 3/1 full of
crushed ice. Add 20 g of thawing salt and
enough water to make a solution. Remember to
leave enough space in the cup to insert a test
tube and,a thermometer.

lylix the ice cream ingredients thoroughly
before pouring 15 mL of the mixture into each
test tube. Place the test tube in the styroforn
cup of ice solution. Place a coffee. stirrer or

..,plastic drinking straw in the tube to use in
stirring.-Occasionally move the test tube around
to keep the freezing solution mixed. The coffee
stirrer shoul&constantly be moved,up and down
and around to facilitate the freezing of the ice
cream mixture. If the cheap Celsius ther-
mometers are available, place one in the ice-salt
solution to check the temperature of the solu-
tion. You should find that the temperature of
the solution is at least -5°C. the ice cream will
freeze at this temperature. Some ice-salt
solutions Will reach as low as,,9°C.

The ice cc eam is ready to eak.when it will not
fall out of.thtube when held upsidedown. With
the tube in this position, clasp with one hand the
portion of the tube containing the tcozen ice
cream. The- warmth of the hand will thaw the
edge of the ice cream enough so that it will slip
from the tube but retain the form of the test
tube. Hold the open hand under the ice cream
while eating it.

While the freezing process is unclerway, the
teacher should move through the class Check-
ing on , progress. It works best to have a
thermometer to place in the ice-salt solution of a
person who seems to bt having difficulty get-
ting the ice cream to freeze. If you find a solution
that is only 0°C to -2°C, you can suggest more
ice, more salt or a good stirring of the solution. It
13 not always cl r y one solution will be very -
cold and another not cold. It is importantAr
the teacher to identify persons having difficulty
as it is disappointing to have the ice cream turn
ouf a failure.



APPENDIX A

Principal Units of the Metric System

LENGTH AREA

l0 mm = 1 cm
10100 mm.=-1..m.
100.cm = 1 m
1006 m = 1 km

WEIGHT
'1000 mg = 1 g
1000 g =.1 kg
1000 kg =1t

CAPACJTY
1000 mL = 1 L

J off

100 mm2 =.1 cm2
10 000 cm2= 1 m2
100f m2 = 1 aie
1. dm2 .= 1 are
100ares = 1 ha
1.00 .ha - = 1 km2

VOLUME

1 dm3 = 1000 cm3
link =1000 dm3



APPENDIX B*

Comparison of Metric and English Units

.a

LENGTH
1 in = 25.4 mm 1 mm = 0.039 370 in
1 in = cm `11 cm =". 0.3,93 701 in
1 ft = 30.48 cm 1 cm = 0.032 80kft
1 ft = 0,3048 m 1 rn = 3.280 840 ft
1 yd= 91.44 cm' 1 cm = 0.010 936 yd
1 yd= 0.9144 m 1..rn 1.093 613 yd
1 rni= 1609.344 m 1 m "= 0.000 621 mi
1 mi =, 1.609 344 km 1 km = 0.621 371 mi

WEIGHT
1c = 200 mg

A

1 mg = 0.005 c
1c = 0.2 g 1 g = 5 c
1 oz = 28,349.523 mg mg = .0.000' 035 oz
1. oz. = 28.349 523 g 1 g = 0.035 274 oz
1 oz = ,9,028 349 kg 1 kg = 35.273 962,0Z
1 lb = 453.592 37 g 1'g =.0.002 205 lb /
1 lb = 0.453 592 kg . 1 kg = 2.204 603.1b
7 ton (2000 lb)= 907.184 74 kg 1 kg = 0.001 102 ton
1 ton (2000 lb)= 0.907 185 t 1t = 1.102 311 ton

AREA

1 in2 =

1,ft2 =

1, ft2 =

1 yd2 =
1 acre =
1 acre =

6.4516 cm2
929.0304 cm2
9.290 304 dm2
0.836 127 m2
4046.8564 m2
0.404 686 ha

1 cm2 = 0.155 000 in2
. ( 1 cm2 =0.001 076 ft2
,;) 1 dm2 = 0.107 639 ft2
-` n2 1.195,990 yd

Th2 -0.000 247 acre
1 ha = 2.471 054 acres

*These comparisons are for information
intended for use in instructing st dents.

I

only; they are not



I CAPACITY
1 flOz = 29.573 527 mL
1 fl oz = 0.029 573 L
1 pt
1 pt

=

=
473.163 mL
0.473 163 L

1 qt = 946.326 mL
Jqt = 0.946 326 L
1 gal = 3.785 306 L

VOLUME
1 in3 = 16 387.064 mm3
1 in3 = 16.387- d64 cm3
1 ft3 = 28 316.847 cm3
1 ft3 F-28.316 847 dm3
j yd3 = 764.555 dm3
1 yd3 = '0.764 555 m3

Appendix'B 1,13

1 mL = 0.033,813 fl oz
1 L = 33.814 97 fl oz
1 nil-=-0.002 113 pt
1L = 2.113 436 pt
1 rnL = 0.001 0572qt
1L =1' 1.056 718 qt
1' L = 0.264 179 gal

1 mm3= 0.000 061 in,3
1 cm3 = 0.061 024 in3
1 cm3 = 0.000 035 ft3
1 dm3 = 0.035 316 ft3

4 1 dm3 =- 0.001 308 yd3
1 m3 = 1.307 951 yd3



APPENDIX C*

Conversion Tables** .

LENGTH.

To Change: Multiply by:

miles to kilometers NkL 1.6
miles to meters1 1609'1
yards to meters 0.9
inches to centimeters 2.54.
inches to millimeters ' 25.4
feet_to'ceRtirneters 30.5
kilometers to miles '0.62
meters to yards , . 1.09
meters to inches 39.4
centimeters to inches 0,39
millimeters to inches 0.04-...,.

WEIGHT

To Change:

tails to metric tons
pounds to kilOgrams
pounds to grams
'ounces to grams
.metric ton to tons
kilogram.s to pounas
grams to-pounds

/grams to ounces

'Conversion tables are given for information only; they arymt intended for use
in instructing students.

.

*The conversion factors have been rounded to facilitate in computations.

Multiply by:_

,0.9,
0.45

453.6
28.4
1.1
2,2
0.002
0.035
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Appendix 115

To -4Change:

.square inches,to square centimeters'
square feetio square meters

Multiply by:

6.45
411.093

'square yards to square meters 0.8*
. acres to hectares ( 0.4

.0.--'square miles to square kilometers" 2.6

uare centimeters to square inches 0.155
s uare meters to square feet 10.8
-square'meters to squ're yards . 1.2
hectare to acres 2.5
square kilometers to square miles 0.386,'

VOLUME

To Change.

cubic inches 'to cubic centir?leters
cubic feet to cubic meters
cubic yatds to cubiC meters
cubic centimeters to cubic inches
cubic meters to cubic feet
cubic meters to cubic yards

Multiply by:

16.4
0.03
0.76

z.--1)0.06
. 35.0

1.3

CAPACITY

To Change- Multiply by;

teaSpoons 'to milliliters 5
tablespoons to milliliters 15
fluid oucrtces to milliliters 29.6
pints tdinilliliters 473
pints to liters . 0.47
quarts to liters. 0.95
gallons t iters

milliliters flui4 ounces

3.8
bushels to ters (dry) 35.2

.034
liters to pints
liters to quarts A 1.
liters to gallons 0.26
liters to bushels (dry) 0.03

If
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TEMPERATURE

To change .0 to F,multiply C by 1.8 and add 32.

To change F to C, subtract 32 from F and divide` by 1.8.

Prvtical. Comparisonis
, 4

1. The meterbis.a little longer than a yard.
2. A kilcitneter fi-about 0.6 of a Mile.
3. The kilogram is a little heavier than 2 pounds.
4. The metric ton is a little more than 'a ton.
5. The liter is aiittle more than a quart.
6. Human body temperature is 37°C..
.7. A hectare is about 2.5 acres..

J./
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